The Battle of Fredericksburg
December 11 – 15, 1862
Little Round Table, June 23, and July 28, 2022
Facilitator Notes
This is a different format than my usual Nooks ‘n Crannies postings. This is a set of notes I pulled
together to help me facilitate two segments of the Little Round Table’s deep dive into Battle of
Fredericksburg. (There were three segments in all, the first one, “Setting the Stage,” facilitated by Fred
Forst on May 26, 2022.) I did a lot of research for these two segments, mostly to educate myself on a
significant battle about which I knew precious little. I didn’t want to lose it in my computer files after the
segments were over, so I decided to add it to Nooks ‘n Crannies “as is”. It is an outline of sorts with a lot
of supporting detail to support during discussions. (The 90-minute LRT sessions typically are designed for
group discussions, not presentations as such.) There are various attachments and maps at the end of the
notes, each referenced in this outline. Together they comprise a detailed description of the battle, along
with a healthy bibliography. I hope this approach works for you. If for any reason it does not, please
don’t hesitate to let me know. Thanks. –Emil, 31, 2022
Introduction
The Battle of Fredericksburg was a significant, albeit not a decisive, battle in the Eastern Theater. It is
more a story of the Army of the Potomac (AOP) and its crisis in leadership than its adversary, Lee and his
Army of Northern Virginia (AoNV). The Union planning and execution assumptions, missed
opportunities, and relationships between the major players – juxtaposed with the innovation, resigned
determination, and heroism among supporting officers and, of course, the troops – is a fascinating story
of a command structure that was alarmingly dysfunctional.
•

•

Military science is the planning and preparation for operations and battles. Commanders need to
anticipate scenarios, identify weaknesses, and pinpoint opportunities. Officers rely on a series of
guidelines or truisms of warfare. These are called the principles of war, and they change and morph with
each generation and with each new experience.
o Napoleon had over 100 rules of warfare or maxims. Nathan Bedford Forest only had one: “The
first with the most.” US Army doctrine today speaks to nine principles of war: mass, objective,
offensive, security, economy of force, maneuver, unity of command, surprise, and simplicity.
These are the concepts integral to military planning, along with probabilities of enemy reaction
and of mission success.
Now, the art of war, as opposed to the science, is more subtle and harder to define. It is an innate,
intuitive element. It starts with the recognition that all plans are flawed by reality, and that once the first
shot is fired, all plans are out the door and new plans will be coming and changing and changing fast.
Good commanders will have a myriad of plans and backup plans and contingencies to plans. Great
commanders will know when to shift gears to create opportunities and to exploit weaknesses literally as
these moments present themselves in real time. All of this is done, mind you, under extreme duress,
awful conditions, and fast-morphing life and death situations. It requires a cool, level head to make those
decisions. The trick is to manage chaos, otherwise chaos will manage you.

o

To illustrate a point he was making in a speech in November 1957, Eisenhower mentioned
that Plans are worthless, but planning is everything. He went on to say that there is a very great
distinction because when you are planning you must start with this one thing: expect the
unexpected because it is not going to happen the way you are planning.

If Lee and Burnside had had their way, we would not be talking about Fredericksburg today. Both
commanders felt compelled to fight on a battlefield that neither one of them desired.
• Sumner’s grand division arrived at Falmouth on the 17th, and an artillery duel ensued across the river,
rashly provoked by the Confederates, who had orders to oppose any force attempting to cross. It really
came near adducing the enemy to cross, though under orders from Burnside not to do so. For under the
superior metal of the Federals, the Confederate gunners were driven from their guns.
There was a ford in the vicinity, and the temptation was strong to come over for them, but the existence
of orders prevented it being done. For Burnside feared that Lee would overwhelm any small force which
should cross before he was prepared to support it. Lincoln and Halleck, indeed, had only consented to the
movement via Fredericksburg with the understanding that the army should possess itself of the heights
opposite the town by crossing the river above and coming down. Burnside had deliberately changed this
plan, after starting on the march. After the battle, his personal responsibility for the change result was
brought home to him unpleasantly.
As reported by William Swain, correspondent for the New York Times, Burnside “did not favor operating
against Richmond by the overland route, but had his mind turned toward a repetition of McClellan’s
movement to the Peninsula; and in determining to march to Fredericksburg he cherished the hope of
being able to winter thereupon and easy base of supplies, and in the spring embarking his army for the
James river.” (Alexander, 285-286)

If Meade had had his way, we might be talking about a dramatic Union victory here. And if Stonewall
Jackson had had his way, we might be talking about one of the most decisive battles of the Civil War.
Each of them struggled with the political and military reality of 1862. They also had to deal with the fine
balance between military science and the more ethereal art of war. (O’Reilly, C-SPAN)
Before we get into the nuts and bolts of the contest, though, let’s look at the playing field.
Terrain [Rappahannock River basin map]
More pitched battles have been fought on or near the Rappahannock’s banks than any other river in the
Eastern Theater. During the war, home front civilians in the East learned from newspapers that the
natural barrier presented by the Rappahannock immortally marked the river as the bloody vortex of
military operations in that theater.
Beginning in March 1862 when Gen. Joe Johnston’s Confederate army drew the first “line in the bank”
on the Rappahannock, this river—always defended from the Culpeper side—was intermittently marched
and fought over until the Federals finally secured Culpeper in November 1863. Union and Confederate
commanders referred to this sinuous river demarcation as the “Rappahannock Line.” Rebel soldiers

boastfully referred to the river as the “Dare Mark Line,” meaning, “We dare you Yankees to attack.” And
assault, they did—both sides died by the thousands within ten miles of the Rappahannock River.
Emanating from a forceful spring among the rocks and ferns near Chester Gap in the Blue Ridge, the
upper Rappahannock meanders eighty miles to Fredericksburg. Southeast of Fredericksburg, it begins to
slow and widen into a brackish tidal estuary approximately 50 miles (80 km) long. It passes two small,
but historic, river towns, Port Royal and Port Conway, which sit opposite each other. The former is on
the south bank, the latter on the north. Then it flows past the Tappahannock on its southern bank, a
point where the river is well over a mile wide.
Fredericksburg is located on the Fall Line, a demarcation between the Coastal Plain and the Piedmont of
Virginia. The Coastal Plain lies east of the Fall Line and is characterized by flat, comparatively soft rock
foundations. The Piedmont lies between the Blue Ridge Mountains and the Fall Line and is characterized
by rolling hills. Virginia's Five Regions | Virginia Studies
•

A fall line is a line of numerous waterfalls, as at the edge of a plateau, where streams pass from resistant
rocks to a plain of weak ones below. Such a line also marks the head of navigation, or the inland limit that
ships can reach from a river’s mouth; because navigation is interrupted both upstream and downstream.
There is a fall line between the Appalachian piedmont and the Atlantic coastal plain; waterfalls or rapids
occur on all the principal rivers (e.g., the Delaware, Schuylkill, Patapsco, Potomac, James, and Savannah
rivers). This was why the Potowmack Canal, for example, was designed to bypass the rapids and falls on
the Potomac River.

[Gottfried map 6.8]
The town of Fredericksburg ran back from the riverbank for about 600 yards, and from its western edge
of broken plane extended another 600 yards to the base of a range of hills, which were broken by a
number of ravines, with the result that a number of more or less prominent hills rose along the Ridge to
heights of 40 or 50 feet above the plane.
•

Lee’s defensive line just west of Fredericksburg (Taylor Hill – Marye’s Heights – Prospect Hill) lay along the
fall line.

The plane between Fredericksburg and the heights was generally open, but it was traversed, roughly
from north to South, by the spillway of a canal. The canal proper originated at a dam on the
Rappahannock about one mile above Falmouth at the head of Beck’s Island (later called Hunter’s Island
paren. It then ran southeastwards to the northwestern corner of Fredericksburg, and there it turned
back into the river below the rapids at the northern edge of town. At a point on the canal a few hundred
yards from the outskirts of the town there was a mill that was fed by water from the canal. Past this mill
the surplus water ran into a spillway, or Mill Race. This was the ditch or canal mentioned in the federal
reports of the battle. Mill Race flowed close to the western side of Fredericksburg and emptied into
Hazel Run about 500 yards from its mouth. The spillway was of such depth that it could be crossed only
on its bridges: the northernmost being Orange Plank Rd (in town named Williams Street), the center

bridge being Hanover Street, and the southernmost being Prussia Street. The spillway’s western bank
was high enough to afford protection for the Federal troops forming for their attack on the heights.
The Battlefield—
The Rappahannock River in Virginia is the longest free-flowing river in the eastern United States, running
for approximately 184 miles, from the Blue Ridge Mountains in the west to the Chesapeake Bay south of
the Potomac. The Rappahannock offers one of the most scenic and best-protected river corridors in the
Chesapeake Bay watershed. The Rapidan River, originating from the west side of the state, connects
with the Rappahannock about 10 miles northwest of Fredericksburg.
Rappahannock River | Fredericksburg, VA - Official Website (fredericksburgva.gov)
There is no meaningful tidal impact at Fredericksburg.
Tide Location Selection for Virginia (saltwatertides.com)
In a letter to President Davis on November 27, Lee reported that November had brought plenty of rain
already and had “produced a great effect upon the roads.” (Mackowski, 68) I could not find information
on typical rain swelling of the Rappahannock in the vicinity of Fredericksburg so presume there was little
or none at the time of the battle.
Fords—
In the vicinity of Fredericksburg, the Rappahannock is narrow but quite deep, and is treacherous to cross
even at low water. During the Civil War, there were no fords or bridges downstream from
Fredericksburg, and by the time the battle occurred, bridges that existed in the town before the war had
been destroyed.
Since Burnside decided to cross the Rappahannock at and just below Fredericksburg, fords played no
significant role in the battle. Nor did fords play a role in the Mud March beyond planning. The march
never made it that far.
Fredericksburg—
Fredericksburg was strategically important because of its port location, the north-south Richmond,
Fredericksburg, and Potomac Railroad, and it being midway between Washington and Richmond. It is
located on the west side of the Rappahannock River, partly on flood plain and partly on terraces about 6
to 15 meters (m) (20–50 feet (ft)) or more above the river. The town is about 1,800 meters (1.1 miles)
southeast of the Fall Line.
The materials forming the terraces are clay, sandy silt, sand, with some gravel. Although only about 1
kilometer (km) (0.62 mile) wide in the vicinity of the city, the terraces widen considerably to the south.

High ridges parallel the river on both sides—Stafford Heights to the east and Marye’s Heights (a series of
four distinct hills, including Taylor’s, Stansbury, Marye’s and Willis’ hills, separated by ravines),
Telegraph Hill, Howison Hill, and Prospect Hill, to the west. This western ridge curves toward the river
about 6 km (3.7 mi) south of the city, forming a wide, open amphitheater.
•

Lee made his headquarters on Telegraph Hill (which is shown on some maps as Lee’s Hill) in anticipation
of the battle of Fredericksburg. From this hill, Lee was able to see both ends of his line: the north end
above the stone wall and the south end on Prospect Hill. His vantage point gave him the opportunity to
know how the battle was going and adapt if necessary.
Lee's Hill (Telegraph Hill) (U.S. National Park Service) (nps.gov)

•

Here Lee and Longstreet stood during most of the fighting, and it is told that, on one of the federal
repulses from Marye’s Hill, Lee put his hand upon Longstreet’s arm and said, “It is well that war is so
terrible, or we would grow too fond of it.” (Alexander 302)

Stafford Heights, with an elevation of some 150 feet, is formed of the same materials as the terraces in
Fredericksburg, and Marye’s Heights is composed of sands and gravels. The terraces are separated from
Marye’s Heights by a narrow band of gravelly sand, sandy silt, and clay.
In the southern part of the battlefield, a low terrace about 3.2 km (2.0 mi) wide slopes uphill from the
west bank of the river to the base of the ridge with a grade of about 4.5 percent. The ridge is formed
primarily by sand.
Deep Run and Hazel Run flow across the terrace to the river. During the Civil War, the land was
cultivated and “. . . much cut up by hedges and ditches” (U.S. War Department, 1888, p. 449). Other
obstacles on the terrace included the main road south to Richmond, a railroad embankment, fences,
ditches, and a stone wall.
Trees were present in the ravines formed by Hazel and Deep Runs and near the river. In this area, the
ridge, which is heavily wooded, curves toward the river and is about 60 m (200 ft) above the terrace at
Prospect Hill.
The northern part of the battlefield consists of the terraces upon which Fredericksburg is located, a
swampy valley to the west (Gordon’s Marsh) occupied by a ditch or millrace that drained the canal
network in the industrial section of the town to the north, and a sloping terrace that ends against
Marye’s Heights. The 150-m (500-ft)-wide lower terrace is about 6 m (20 ft) above the river, and the
upper terrace, about 9 m (30 ft) higher than the lower terrace and 600 m (660 yards (yd)) wide, is west
of town. The millrace running through Gordon’s Marsh was about 4.5 m (15 ft) wide and between 1.5
and 1.8 m (5 and 6 ft) deep and could be crossed by bridges that carried the main streets. The west side
of the valley in this area is a steep, 6-m (20-ft)-high bluff. The 275-m (300-yd)-wide, sloping terrace
leading up to Marye’s Heights has a grade of about 3 percent and consisted of open fields with isolated
houses and gardens.
•

For more detail on terrain characteristics, see The Long Arm of Lee, Vol 1: Bull Run to Fredericksburg,
Jennings Cropper Wise (University of Nebraska Press, 1988), 366-368.

Telegraph Road, a sunken road with stone walls on both sides at the time of the battle, ran parallel to
Marye’s Heights at the base of the ridge. Hereinafter, I’ll refer to it as “the sunken road,” which is how it
is popularly known.
Effective Use of Terrain—
Terrain was a crucial factor in the progress and outcome of the Battle of Fredericksburg. The favorable
terrain was under Confederate control, whereas the terrain over which the Union infantry advanced was
generally disadvantageous. As the battle progressed on December 13, the balance for the Confederates
shifted from more vulnerable terrain south of Fredericksburg to superior terrain below Marye’s Heights
west of Fredericksburg. The southern terrain (Prospect Hill) was heavily defended, but here the Union
forces had some freedom of movement and protection from Confederate infantry and artillery fire. The
terrain below Marye’s Heights was less heavily defended, but Union forces in this area had no room to
maneuver and little protection from Confederate fire. The main Union advantage in both sectors of the
battlefield was the formidable heavy artillery on Stafford Heights.
Lee’s Army of Northern Virginia occupied a defensive position on high ground, and Burnside’s Army of
the Potomac was forced to attack uphill over lower ground. In addition, Union troops had numerous
obstacles to negotiate— not least of which was the Rappahannock River. On Burnside’s left flank, these
included, in addition to the river, the open nature of the terrace and deep ravines, numerous hedges
and ditches in the open farmland, a railroad embankment, and the Richmond Road. In addition, the
curved shape of the ridge gave Confederate artillery good positions for enfilading fire. On Burnside’s
right flank the most significant obstacles, in addition to the river and the town itself, were the frozen
millrace; limited space for troop deployments; the smooth, open ground below Marye’s Heights;
numerous fences, houses and gardens; marshy areas both north and south of the main point of attack;
the shape of the ridge that allowed Confederate enfilading fire; and most important, the sunken road
and its stone walls.
The Rappahannock was some 420 feet (140 yards) wide at the bridging points. (Across the
Rappahannock on Pontoon Bridges II | Weapons and Warfare) You can get an appreciation of this on
Gottfried map 6.3.
•

A typical Pontoon train consisted of some twenty to thirty pontoons on specially designed wagons. Each
pontoon contained ropes, oars, hooks and other equipment. Timbers that were to be used for bridging
(known as balks) and specially cut boards (known as chesses), which were to be laid upon the balks, were
carried on an additional twenty wagons, which contained chains, cables and anchors. Four wagon-loads of
tools and two forge wagons completed the train.
To construct a pontoon bridge, the first boat was released upstream, its anchor dropped, and the boat
allowed to drift into place. Additional boats was then placed upstream and each in turn drifted next to the
boat placed before it. Each pontoon was anchored upstream, and every other one, downstream. The
distance between boats was about 20 feet. As each pontoon was placed in line, balks were strung across
the boats, then chesses placed on top of the balks. Construction could be speeded up by having whole

sections made up along the bank and then floated into position. When the bridge was completed straw or
earth was laid down to protect the chesses.
•

Muzzle-loaded, smooth-bore muskets had a range of some 50-80 yards. Breech-loaded carbines could
reach 150-200 yards. Muzzle-loaded rifled muskets had longer reach, at 200-500 yards. Sharpshooters
presumably had longer-ranged rifles that could reach effectively to the Union side of the river. Those with
muskets could bring effective fire on the pontoniers as the got close to the Confederate bank.

At Port Royal, access to the river was easier and gunboats could protect Burnside’s crossing. The road
from Port Royal to Bowling Green, which would lead to the strategic rail hub of Hanover Junction that
Lee worried about, was in good condition. Upriver, meanwhile, scouts reported “no favorable points for
throwing over a pontoon bridge.” [Mackowski 69]
Weather
Light data—
(2021 EST)
Sat, Dec 10
Sun, Dec 11
Mon, Dec 12
Tue, Dec 13
Wed, Dec 14
Thu, Dec 15
•

BMCT
6:46:39 am
6:47:24 am
6:48:08 am
6:48:50 am
6:49:31 am
6:50:11 am

Sunrise
7:14:36 am
7:15:22 am
7:16:07 am
7:16:51 am
7:17:33 am
7:18:14 am

Sunset
4:51:02 pm
4:51:11 pm
4:51:22 pm
4:51:25 pm
4:51:50 pm
4:52:07 pm

EECT
5:18:59 pm
5:19:09 pm
5:19:21 pm
5:19:36 pm
5:19:62 pm
5:20:10 pm

Day Length
09:36:26
09:35:49
09:35:15
09:34:44
09:34:17
09:33:53

BMCT (Begin Morning Civil Twilight) begins in the morning, or ends in the evening (EECT), when the
geometric center of the sun is 6 degrees below the horizon. Therefore, morning civil twilight begins when
the geometric center of the sun is 6 degrees below the horizon and ends at sunrise. (BMNT is Begin
Morning Nautical Twilight…12 degrees.) I could not find data for these dates in 1862, so I used 2021, the
most recent data available on the presumption that it is close to what it was in 1862 – close enough for
our purpose here. Sunrise and sunset times in Fredericksburg, Virginia - December 2021 (sunrisesunset.org)

As to moonlight, moonset was approximately 1:00am each morning; moonrise the next day would be at
about 4:30pm. It was entering its last quarter phase on December 11, which would put it at just over
50% illum on a clear night. I’ve found no reference to available moonlight, so I don’t know what effect it
had on the battle.
Temperatures—
Cold nights, down as low as mid-20s, with thick fog as temperatures rose; the fog began lifting around
noon (on Dec 12). The thermometer could reach mid-50s by afternoon. (Gottfried 76)
•
•

Pre-dawn chill (Mackowski)
I do not see how we can advance from the Rappahannock unless the weather should turn cold and freeze
the ground. ...I question if we can get in the neighborhood of Richmond this winter, on this line. I have no
doubt the attempt is to be made and an effort to force us on, but I predict, unless we have a cold spell,

freezing the ground, that we will breakdown, lose all our animals, experience great suffering from want of
supplies, and if the enemy are at all energetic, meet with a check, if not disaster. –Meade, writing to his
wife, November 22 (Mackowski 63)

Fog on the riverbanks was common each morning. It limited vision to arrange of scarcely 100 yards, but,
as the sun rose higher, it faded and disappeared by noon. (Alexander 290, and Rable, 162)
Contrary to legend, the December 13 battle did not take place in freezing weather. Although dawn that
day broke cold and foggy, with the temperature hovering around 30°F (Gottfried 82), the high that day
was 56°F. It was only one degree warmer on Palm Sunday, 1865 at Appomattox.
Project MUSE - Civil War Weather in Virginia (review) (jhu.edu)
On December 15, there was such a thick fog (heavy fog on Dec 12, too.) that cavalry commander J. E. B.
Stuart suggested that the Confederates launch a surprise attack under its cover. However, Lee did not
give the go-ahead. The fog eventually lifted, and the artillery attack became a duel.
The Weather Network - How fog affected strategic combat decisions in the Battle of Fredericksburg
Orders of Battle
See Appendix 1.
Note that some say Fredericksburg was the largest battle of the Civil War in terms of troops. Estimates
vary. Using present-for-duty strengths provided by Alexander in his Military Memoirs of a Confederate,
Fredericksburg would come in at third largest, although the totals involved in the top three are so close
as to be insignificant:
AOP

AoNV

Total

Gettysburg, as of June 30, 1863 (Alexander 368-370)
115,256

76,224

191,480

Chancellorsville, as of April 30, 1863 (Alexander 320-322)
133,711

56,444

190,155

Fredericksburg, as of December 10, 1862 (Alexander 284-285)
118,952

68,578

187,530

Note that the AOP strength for Fredericksburg does not include the XI Corps (some 13,000) and XII Corps
(some 13,500), which were in reserve in the vicinity of Gainesville and Harpers Ferry, respectively.

Burnside had called them forward, but they did not arrive in time to participate. Since they were
assigned to the AOP, including them in the total numbers clearly would put Fredericksburg over the top.
The Battle
Prelude – November 7-December 10
Overview
Lincoln needed a victory at the end of 1862. The Emancipation Proclamation was about to be signed, the
war was about to be revolutionized, and Lincoln needed a victory anywhere – everywhere – to sustain
and support that war effort. The midterm elections had gone decidedly against Lincoln, and the only
way he could sustain and support the Emancipation Proclamation, silence his critics, and encourage the
country to stay the course was with military victory. It is interesting to note that not only is the Union
army propelled to Fredericksburg, but every Union army across the entire continent was moving
forward simultaneously in a winter campaign. In and of themselves, these armies had never functioned
together, but each had picked their own timetable and functioned in a vacuum. To have them all going
forward simultaneously speaks directly to the idea of this political imperative to gain victory at any cost.
When Burnside did not want to fight at Fredericksburg, it was Lincoln who made him fight at there.
Lincoln insisted on battle. He needed battle. If the Union army had crossed the Rappahannock River in
December of 1862, by the best military reckoning of Burnside and his subordinates, the chances of
success were minuscule and the chances of disaster were overwhelming; but in a political sense, to look
at this as Lincoln might have as commander in chief, to cross the river might give the Union cause a
victory. But to stop and go into winter camp was a 100% guaranteed failure for his purpose. So, the
political consideration overrode the military reality.
Jefferson Davis also played a very significant role and had a very significant impact on Fredericksburg
itself. Robert E. Lee, like Burnside, did not want to fight here. He had strong, defensible grounds outside
the city, but he saw no way to counterattack and gain a decisive victory here. He could only punish the
Union army as long as the Union army allowed itself to be punished. Lee wanted to lure the Federals
farther South, to the North Anna River. Lee allegedly informed his chief of artillery, William Nelson
Pendleton, that it would be best to get Burnside farther away from the river.
Davis vetoed Lee’s plan. Fredericksburg and the surrounding environs boasted some of Virginia’s richest
foodstuffs and natural resources, and Davis was loath to abandon them. “In December 1862,” wrote a
very early historian of the war, Henry Wise, “the Confederate government held the corn crops between
the Rapidan and the North Anna rivers to be of more importance than the strategic advantage of luring
Burnside as far as the North Anna.”
It was Lee and Burnside who did not want to be here. It was Lincoln and Davis who determined that they
would be here.

President Lincoln's selection of Burnside as commander of the Army of the Potomac may require some
explanation. The generals of best reputation - McClellan, McDowell and Pope - had failed him. None of
the others had so far particularly distinguished themselves. However, Lincoln knew that Burnside had
proved himself as an independent commander in early 1862, by organizing and executing a successful
amphibious operation along the North Carolina coast. During the Second Bull Run Campaign, he had
supported Pope loyally and efficiently. And at Antietam he had not done noticeably worse than the
other corps commanders. Finally, Burnside was a loyal and dedicated soldier who, unlike McClellan, had
no interest in politics. But he did not feel qualified to command the Army of the Potomac and did not
desire the post.
On November 9, Burnside transmitted his proposed plan of operations to Halleck. This was to
concentrate near Warrenton, as if for an attack on either Culpeper or Gordonsville; to accumulate fouror five-days’ supplies; then shift to Fredericksburg "with a view to a move upon Richmond from that
point" (See Map 1, page 5). He felt that his communications (the Orange & Alexandria Railroad) were
exposed to a sudden stroke by Jackson, and that the risk of such an attack would steadily increase as he
moved directly south from Warrenton. Also, the railroad was single-tracked and rickety, with doubtful
capacity to supply his large army without interruption. An advance through Fredericksburg, though it
would have wider rivers to cross, would be easier to support logistically, since Burnside could use Aquia
Creek - at the end of a secure line of water transportation from Washington - as a base. More important,
such an advance would be a direct threat to Richmond, and Lee would have to rush to its defense. In so
doing, Lee's forces might conceivably be caught separated and vulnerable to defeat in detail by a
concentrated Union army. To support his plan, Burnside wanted prompt dispatch of a ponton [sic] train
to Falmouth, and assembly of supplies at Falmouth, Aquia Creek, and Belle Plain.
Halleck managed to avoid any responsibility for deciding on the plan, but Lincoln reluctantly approved it
on 14 November, adding "it will succeed if you move very rapidly, otherwise not." On 15 November,
Burnside moved out; on November 17, his leading element, under Sumner, entered Falmouth. The
Aquia Landing-Falmouth section of the railroad was being restored to serviceable condition, and
supplies were beginning to arrive. But there were no pontons on hand. In addition, the weather turned
bad. Sumner wanted to ford the Rappahannock at once, drive off the handful of Confederates near
Fredericksburg, and occupy the hills behind the town. However, Burnside, feeling the weight of his new
responsibility, feared that the rains would make the fords impassable behind Sumner who, thus isolated,
would be at the mercy of Lee.
1. Lincoln replaces McClellan (Mackowski 15)
2. Burnside moves to Fredericksburg (Mackowski 35)
3. Lee defends Fredericksburg (Mackowski 48)
4. Burnside crosses at Fredericksburg (Mackowski 55)

Okay, so let’s shift to some of the operational planning leading into the river crossing.
Jackson had not left Winchester until November 22, five days after Sumner's arrival at Falmouth. His
troops had marched 150 miles in 10 days, but Lee and Jackson had both presumed largely on Burnside's
want of enterprise and allowing, for even a few days, 150 miles to separate the two corps. Lee had given
no express orders to Jackson, but as late as November 19, had written him to remain in the valley as
long as his presence embarrassed the enemy, but to keep in view that the two corps must be united in
order to give battle. (Alexander 288)
[Staff Ride Map 2]
On November 25 - a week late - the first pontoons arrived; the Washington engineer supply authorities
had refused to respond to the urgency of Burnside's need. By this time, though, a few earthworks
showed upon the Confederate hills. The opportunity for an unopposed crossing had now disappeared.
On November 21, Longstreet's corps had arrived at Fredericksburg; Jackson was to arrive on the 30th.
Lee had not overlooked the possibility of Burnside's march to Fredericksburg, but he had been surprised
by the speed in which it had been carried out. At first, he thought it would be necessary to take a stand
behind the North Anna River, but when Burnside delayed his crossing, Lee moved directly to
Fredericksburg.
Still, Burnside had one more opportunity. Longstreet was at Fredericksburg, but Jackson could not
possibly join him for several days. A swift march back up the Rappahannock would have enabled
Burnside to place his entire army between the two Confederate corps. But Burnside's thoughts were
focused on Richmond, rather than on what should have been his true objective - Lee's army. Burnside
had hoped to cross the river on November 26, but by then he had received pontoons sufficient for only
one bridge. Had all needed pontoons been available before Jackson's arrival on the November 30, he
might still have overwhelmed Longstreet's isolated corps. Now Burnside was confronted with the entire
Confederate army.
• Above Fredericksburg the country was hilly and wooded, the river was narrow, and there were several
fords. These features would have advantaged a crossing by a surprise.

•

Below the town the river widened, and the country opened. Yet Burnside adopted that flank for his
movement and began his preparations to cross at Skinker’s Neck, 12 miles below Fredericksburg, where
the river was over 1,000 feet wide.

•

Lee discovered his preparations, and as Jackson’s corps arrived from the Valley, it was moved to the right,
and observed the river as far as Port Royal, 18 miles below.

Meanwhile, Lee had feared that Burnside might suddenly embark his entire army for an amphibious
operation south of the James River. This suspicion was revived on November 22 when Burnside moved
some troops back toward Aquia Creek (actually, merely to relieve his supply problems). By November
25, however, Lee seems to have deduced the general Union plan. The AoNV was posted along the river,

with Early at Skinker's Neck and D. H. Hill near Port Royal, downstream from Fredericksburg about ten
and twenty miles, respectively.
• Union balloonists reconnoitered the country about Skinker’s Neck, discovered Jackson corps, and
Burnside knew that his designs were disclosed. The discovery suggested an alternate piece of strategy. If
he could cross at Fredericksburg, and rapidly push a force around leaves right at Hamilton crossing, he
might interpose between the forces about Skinker’s Neck and those in front of Fredericksburg. The
pressure upon him to fight was great and on December 10 the orders were issued for a crossing that
night. (Alexander 28)

[Staff Ride Map 3]
Burnside had originally planned to cross at Skinker's Neck but changed his mind after Early's arrival
there. He now planned to cross at Fredericksburg, under the impression that "a large force of the enemy
is concentrated in the vicinity of Port Royal, its left resting near Fredericksburg."
All orders have been issued to the several commanders of grand divisions and heads of departments for
an attempt to cross the river on Thursday morning...I think now that the enemy will be more surprised by
a crossing immediately on our front than in any other part of the river... The importance of the
movement and the details of the plan seem to be well understood by the grand division commanders,
and we hope to succeed.
Burnside to Halleck, December [10], 1862
Day 1 – Thursday, December 11 (Burnside finally establishes the bridgeheads)
Overview
[Gottfried Map 5.5, also see Attachment 3, Timeline - River Crossing, December 11, 1862]
The crossings began on the night of December 10. On the Union left, Franklin met little opposition. At
Fredericksburg, though, Barksdale's Mississippians, firing from houses along the river, repeatedly
stopped the bridge building. Artillery fire failed to dislodge these snipers. Eventually, Union volunteers
crossed in boats and cleared the town. By then, it was almost dark, and Burnside suspended operations
for the day.
•

December 11 was the day that the Union army attempted to force its way across the Rappahannock River
and take Fredericksburg. It was a day characterized by Confederate sharpshooters defending the
riverfront, by Union boat assault across the Rappahannock, and a running gun battle through the streets
of the city. In these three examples, the commanders who showed incredible, reaching vision where
Confederate brigade commander William Barksdale of Mississippi and Union artillery commander Henry
Jackson Hunt.

The crossing was completed on 12 December under cover of a heavy fog. Lee had chosen not to offer
greater resistance at the river because the concentration of Union artillery on Stafford Heights
dominated both banks of the river.

5. Lee lets the federal army commit to its plan (Mackowski 67)
The engineers had parked the pontoons in a ravine far enough back to conceal them from observers
across the river on the evening of December 10. There were three crossing sites: at the north end of
town, at the south end of town, and the third about a mile down river. It was a moonlit evening with a
light snow on the ground.
•

Two Union regiments descended to the riverbank as engineer support, and artillery soon began to arrive
as well. They were attempting to move stealthily, but they noticed that fires on the opposite side of the
river were slowly being extinguished one by one without a word being spoken or a shout made. They
knew they had been detected.

For Lee, this finally tipped Burnside's hand. For weeks he had pondered the AOP’s inactivity. On
November 28, he had told Jackson, “[I am] of the opinion that the enemy will not attempt to cross the
Rappahannock in front of Fredericksburg, but at some point below, if he crosses at all. I have examined
the river some 10 or 12 miles down and find the banks generally abrupt and requiring work to make a
practicable ingress and egress for their pontoon bridges.” [Mackowski 68]
Union activity nearly opposite Port Royal, in the vicinity of Skinker’s Neck, is what led Lee to order D. H.
Hill’s division of Jackson’s corps toward Port Royal to contest any crossing and raise the alarm to the rest
of the Confederate army. This essentially spread Jackson’s corps over a 20-mile expanse from Hamilton
Crossing, where the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac passed around the end of the line of hills that
stretched southward from Fredericksburg, all the way to Port Royal. This gave Lee eyes all along the
Rappahannock.
Lee had several options available to him at this point:
1. He could go on the offense. He was known for his aggressiveness and offensive mindedness,
particularly early in the war, and presumably he contemplated ways to take the fight to Burnside
rather than simply wait for Burnside to bring the fight to him. However, the topography of the
river valley strongly discouraged any offensive movement. At Fredericksburg, federal artillery
atop Stafford Heights controlled the Rappahannock, making a Confederate crossing from the
town most problematic. Upriver, Lee would face all the same concerns about the fords that kept
Burnside from trying them. Downriver, Lee would not be able to cross undetected, and he would
have Union gunboats to worry about. Up or down, he would have to extend a supply line that
was already proving weak. In the end, going on the offense was no real option at all.
2. When he chose Fredericksburg, Lee initially determined he would resist Burnside at the outset.
How to do that, though, remained a tactical to decision yet to be made. If Lee contested any
crossing at the outset, Burnside might call it off and try his luck elsewhere. In the longer term,
time was on Lee’s side because ongoing delays would eventually force Burnside into winter
quarters, but in the more immediate term, the uncertainty of Burnside's intentions imposed
continual strain on Lee and prevented him from formulating the strongest possible response.

Paradoxically, then, in order to figure out where Burnside was going to cross, Lee would have to
let him do so.
a. If Burnside crossed at Fredericksburg, the hills behind the town would provide an
especially strong defensive position and keep men out of the reach of federal artillery.
However, he wouldn't be able to move his army close enough to the river's edge and
enough force to resist the crossing itself pretty length of time. “Our position was,
therefore, selected with a view to resist the enemy's advance after crossing, and the
river was guarded only by a for sufficient to impede his movements until the army could
be concentrated.” Burnside would have to come at him. (Mackowski 71)
b. If Burnside crossed upriver, Lee's cavalry could defend the fords long enough for
infantry to shift from the heights to the threatened fords. His position along the hills
was strong enough that he could leave a light force to occupy the area while he shifted
men (much as he did during the Chancellorsville campaign in the coming spring).
c. Similarly, if Burnside crossed downriver, portions of Jackson’s corps could slow any
subsequent advance while the rest of Lee’s army fell south to avoid being outflanked.
The matter was settled by Burnside’s crossing on December 11.
In the meantime, Confederate sharpshooters hid themselves in ravines and pits long the river, ready to
snipe at any attempts at bridge-building. Barksdale’s Mississippi brigade was positioned in the town on
picket. Barksdale’s division commander, McLaws’ detachments were immediately set at work digging
rifle pits close to the edge of the bank.
•

As reported by McLaws, “On the 25th of November, 1862, my division marched into Fredericksburg, and
shortly after, by direction of General Longstreet, I occupied the city with one of my brigades [Barksdale’s]
and picketed the river with strong attachments from the dam at Falmouth to a quarter of a mile below
Deep Run Creek, the enemies pickets being just across the river; within a stone’s throw of mine.
Detachments were immediately set at work digging rifle pits close to the edge of the bank, so close that
our men, when in them, could command the river and the shores on each side. The cellars of the houses
near the river were made available for the use of riflemen, and zigzags were constructed to enable the
men to get in and out of the rifle-pits undercover. All this was done at night and so secretly and quietly
that I do not believe the enemy had any conception of the minute and careful preparations that had been
made to defeat any attempt to cross the river in my front. No provision was made for the use of artillery,
as the enemy had an enormous array of their batteries on the [Stafford] heights above the town, and
could have demolished hours in five minutes.” (Battle and Leaders III,”The Confederate Left at
Fredericksburg,” McLaws, 86)

•

Colonel Edward Porter Alexander said, “McLaws was about the best general in the army for that sort of
job being very painstaking in details and having a good eye for ground. He had fixed up his sharpshooters
all along the river to the Queen’s taste.”

•

Also, one with a good eye for ground, Alexander oversaw artillery posted along the heights behind the
city, well out of the effective range of most of the federal guns. Burnside would eventually have to
advance against his position. “We covered that ground now so well that we will comb it as with a finetooth comb. A chicken could not live on that field when we open on it.” (Mackowski 73)

The Confederate pickets received orders to allow Federal bridge builders to get well underway with their
work thus committing the US troops to a particular course of action before any Confederates started
firing. The signal was to be two artillery guns fired in quick succession.
Barksdale’s sharpshooters waited in silence as the fog around them thickened. That fog, so thick that
only church steeples rose above it (Mackowski 84), provided welcome cover to the Union engineers. Ice
hampered rapid construction. By 5:00 AM, the Federal bridges is extended only to midriver.
•

One Union engineer officer reported that as the fog lifted a little, he saw on the far shore of the river a
sight that almost “chilled my blood. A long line of arms moving rapidly up and down was all I saw, for a
moment later they were again obscured by the fog. But I knew too well that line of arms was ramming
cartridges and that the crisis was near.”

On the heights behind the town two cannon boomed (J. P. W. Read’s battery, designated for this
purpose). Game on.
Barksdale’s men initially drove the engineers off the bridges at the upper and middle crossings. When
fire slackened, the engineers tried to resume work but were driven off again. They knew the bridges had
to go up, so the fight was desperate. Federal artillery tried to silence the sharpshooters, and Federal
infantry advanced to the riverbank to lend their weight to the battle, but their exposed positions made
them easy targets.
Burnside had expected the bridges to be built in two or three hours after they were alerted unloaded,
about daylight. Instead, the firing continued for hours, with Confederates enjoying the protection
offered by houses and stone walls on the Fredericksburg side of the river.
•

Colonel Fiser of the 17th Mississippi in the town opposing the northern bridging attempt wrote in his
report that the engineers, “made nine desperate attempts to finish their bridges, but were severely
punished and promptly repulsed at every attempt.” It was now about noon, and the last of the fog was
lifting. (Gottfried 56; see, also, McLaws, Battles and Leaders III, 87)

Losses among the engineers were heavy. Not only was the loss of life alarming, but the engineers
possessed special skills the army could not easily replace. Were they wiped out, no one else could
readily build the bridges. When Sumner told Burnside it was impossible to finish the structures, Burnside
replied, “They must be built. Some plan must be devised for getting the sharpshooters out of the way,
so that our men can get to work.”
Around 12:30 PM, after four failed attempts to complete assembly of the bridges, Brig. General Henry
Hunt, Burnside’s chief of artillery, on Burnside’s orders (Hunt wasn’t keen on the idea) brought some
183 guns to bear on the town itself in an attempt to drive out Barksdale’s men. It was, attested
Alexander, “the most impressive exhibition of military force, by all odds, which I have ever witnessed.”
Longstreet, watching from the heights, said, “It seemed that all the cannon within a mile of the town
turned their concentrating fire of shot and shell upon the buildings of the devoted city, tearing, crushing,

bursting, burning their walls with angry desperation that must have been gratifying to spirits deep down
below.”
•

The guns fired in battery, belching from right to left along the line. After firing each step shell, the gun
commander reviewed the damage, made adjustments to the gun’s aim, and signaled that he was ready to
fire once more. This ongoing effort consumed at two very long hours. (Gottfried 56)

The bombardment did not work. The Confederates clung tenaciously to the ruins and rubble in the town
and at the riverfront and continued to frustrate the Federals. So, a change in the plan was put into play:
ferrying infantry across the river in pontoon boats to establish a lodgment and drive the Confederates
away.
[Gottfried Map 6.3]
There were ten pontoon boats in the water along the north shore. On the southern shore the sharp
shooters, a little back from the high bank of the river, could only see the farther half of its width. Hunt
proposed that troops should make a rush and fill the boots. These should then be rowed rapidly across
to the shelter of the opposite shore, where men could disembark undercover. A lodgment once made,
other troops could follow, until a force was accumulated which would capture the rifle pits. (Alexander
292)
•

The Union engineers told their commander, Maj. General Daniel Phineas Woodbury, that the only way
that they could ever complete their bridges is if they physically controlled both sides of the river.
Woodbury may have shared that idea with others, but late on the afternoon in December 11, when
Burnside deliberately asks his officers for suggestions to break the impasse, Woodbury was silent. But the
artillery chief, Brig. General Henry Jackson Hunt, spoke up and advocated a river assault across the
Rappahannock. He convinced Burnside to try it, though Burnside was somewhat reluctant. The idea of
putting men in pontoon boats without cover under intense fire, he thought, sounded like murder as well.
He could not bring himself to order it, but he did concede that if Hunt found volunteers, he would
consider it.
o What does this say about Burnside as a battlefield commander?!?

•

That was good enough for Hunt. Hunt immediately went behind Chatham, addressed the first brigade he
came across, that of Colonel Norman J. Hall (Third Brigade/Howard’s division), explained the
circumstances, and then congratulated Hall for volunteering. Luckily, Hall was game. (O’Reilly, C-SPAN)

Barksdale’s defense had gained the entire day. This delay robbed Burnside’s strategy of its only merit. It
had been his hope to find Lee's army somewhat dispersed as indeed it had been. (Alexander 292)
While this was going on, the 15th New York Engineers finished their span south of the town around 9:00
AM and the US Engineer Battalion finished a span next to it by 10:30 AM. Confederates had tried to
resist, but once the fog began to thin, they lost the benefit of what little cover they had and could not
withstand the Federal artillery brought to bear on them.
•

“Aided by fire from infantry comrades plus some of Tompkins’s cannon, six pontoons stocked with Hall’s
men, each piloted by a few hardy souls from the 50th New York Engineers, cast off from shore. Farther
downstream, 100 men of the 89th New York, guided by pilots from the 50th Engineers, road the icy water

aboard four other pontoons. On the far shore Michiganders and New Yorkers, later augmented by the
Massachusetts regiments, pried the Confederates from the rubble and close quarters combat. At last,
Hunt’s cannon smashed the Mississippians, as their survivors carried out orders recalling them to Marye’s
Heights.” (Longacre 133)

To others’ consternation, though, Burnside failed to exploit the success of the bridging operation south
of the city. Franklin asked Burnside for permission to put his troops across and then move on
Fredericksburg from the south, outflanking the Confederates contesting the other bridges. Burnside,
though, worried that Franklin’s troops would be cut off from reinforcements and told Franklin to wait
until the bridges in the town were finished. Thus, the AOP ended up having to find its way across the
upper and middle pontoon crossings and then spend hours fighting for the city. Howard, whose men
would find themselves embroiled in that fight, later said, “Lee, who could hardly before this have
dreamed of our crossing in this direct front, must have smiled at our folly.”
•

“By 4:00 PM, the Federal’s bridges could, at long last, be completed. ‘A simple stroke of genius,” said a
battle correspondent of Hunt’s plan. General Burnside thought so too. In his official report he claimed all
credit for planning it and carrying it out.” (Longacre 133-134)

6. Barksdale contests the federal crossing (Mackowski 78)
With Confederate artillery out of effective range from the river, Lee knew he could not prevent the
federals from crossing, even with a stiff resistance the Mississippians offered. Barksdale and his 1,500
men needed only to delay the AoP long enough for Longstreet to finish preparations along the heights
to receive the attack that would inevitably follow the river crossing. “Hold the enemy in check until
ordered to retire,” Lee told him. According to Longstreet, sometime before noon Barksdale received
word that he could withdraw, but he preferred to fight on. He was lunching with his staff beside Market
House when Hunt launched his massive barrage.
At the upper crossing, the 7th Michigan Infantry made their way across the river, paddling flat-ended
pontoon boats built for stability, not speed or agility. Each boat carried 20-25 men. The 17th Mississippi
began shooting at them “as soon as their hands touched the gunwales” and continued firing at them as
they crossed. But once the vessels got close enough, the riverbank protected them, shielding their
landing.
At the middle crossing, the Mississippians encountered a similar problem while firing from warehouses
and residences: as the 89th New York Infantry got closer, the topography of the riverbank protected
them. When the federals disembarked from their pontoons, they quickly cleared the area so the
engineers could finish their bridge. The 46th New York Infantry soon joined them, although the two
regiments remained content to guard the bridgehead and not push into the town to clear out the
Confederates.
Not so at the upper crossing, where Barksdale’s men fell back from Water Street, which lined the
riverbank, toward Caroline Street, which ran parallel to Water one block west. Hawke Street ran

between Caroline and Walker, and the Mississippians flowed into the houses and yards along Hawke to
continue the fight.
•
•

The Wolverines, who landed first, before the New Yorkers, had just conducted the first amphibious
landing under enemy fire by the AOP.
Barksdale wasn't done. He continued to fight, literally disputing Fredericksburg house by house, block by
block, through the downtown. His men fell back into fixed, fortified positions amid the houses on Sophia
Street, then Caroline Street, and then Princess Anne Street. In fact, this very church became a bastion of
Barksdale’s defense. (O’Reilly C-SPAN)

Barksdale’s purpose was to continue to delay, to retard, and to embarrass the Union advance into
Fredericksburg and beyond. He made sure that Burnside was not able to move through the town swiftly
on December 11 and strike at Marye’s Heights before the Confederates could concentrate their forces.
In fact, he made sure that Burnside was unable to do that even on December 12. It wouldn't be until
December 13 that the Union army would be massed and ready for battle, but by that point Lee was also
massed and ready for battle. There were 78,000 Confederates waiting outside the town to receive them.
•

Lee commended Barksdale for his unprecedented defense of the river and the city, the first urban combat
in North America. He said that these were the events that sealed Confederate victory at Fredericksburg.
Longstreet concurred. His cleverness in his ability to experiment under extreme duress earned a
Confederate victory.

•

His fallback positions and his overlapping fields of fire in town also show another element of Barksdale.
They show us that he had prepared this town before the fact, and that this was exactly the type of
defense he was going to execute. In the end he executed it in a superlative fashion. (O’Reilly C-SPAN)

The Federals pushed into the town after securing their bridgehead. The boats returned to the east side
of the river to pick up more troops. The fighting went house by house, street by street, block by block,
teetering back and forth as attacks and counterattacks swayed the balance of momentum.
The Federal infantry eventually pushed the Mississippians another block to the east, to Princess Anne St,
where Barksdale set up his final defense near the Market House and the ridge that ran behind it. (See
Gottfried 59)
When McLaws finally ordered Barksdale to withdraw, he waited for the cover of darkness. When
darkness fell, the Federals occupied the three blocks of the town closest to the river and on the south
end of Fredericksburg at the town docks, the high ground that dominated downtown, making
Barksdale’s position more tenuous. Barksdale finally ordered his men to retire to the position McLaws
had staked out along the base of Marye’s Heights.
The time Barksdale was able to hold delayed the Union’s advance and gave Longstreet time to get into
position. The real value of Barksdale’s delaying action, however, was to the south end of the field in
what would become Jackson’s sector. According to Sumner, Barksdale’s effort “gave the enemy time to
accumulate their forces, which were stretched along the river from Port Royal up to the battlefield.”

Jackson’s first two divisions moved into place on December 12, and his second two divisions would
complete Lee’s consolidation early on December 13 – a move made possible, in part, by Barksdale.
•

Hunt, also, could hold his head high on December 11. His far-reaching ability to think outside the box and
put infantry into boats for a river assault and also to deal with the consequent street fighting set the stage
for what many of us would consider the modern military experience the 20th and 21st century. (O’Reilly
C-SPAN)

Day 2 – Friday, December 12 (Burnsides dithers)
[Gottfried Map 7.4]
Overview
The southern end became the key to the battlefield for the simple reason that it was the southern end.
If the Federals could take that away from Stonewall Jackson, they could interdict between Richmond
and Richmond’s defenders and prevent leave from retreating southward. (O’Reilly C-SPAN)
The whole of the 12th was occupied with crossing two grand divisions. Sumner crossed the II and IX
Corps by the upper bridges and occupied the town. Franklin crossed the I and VI Corps by the lower
bridges and occupied the plain as far out as the Old Richmond Road.
Burnside's verbal orders on December 12 had indicated an intention to make his main attack with
Franklin, supported by Hooker, while Sumner made a secondary attack on Marye's Heights.
Unfortunately, his written orders for the 13th were vague. Franklin was to send a division to seize the
high ground near Hamilton; Sumner was to push one up the Telegraph Road; both were to be ready to
advance with their entire commands. It was hoped, optimistically, that these two weak attacks would
force the Confederates to evacuate the whole ridge. This order made sense only if Burnside still believed
that only part of Lee's army was confronting him.
Burnside, however, believing Lee had consolidated his army, decided not to attack on December 12. In
fact, only half of Jackson's men were now in position; Lee's right flank was still weak and hung invitingly
in the air. Central Intelligence, however, did not discover these vital facts. (Gottfried 78)
With plenty of time on their hands, many of Burnside soldiers conducted a destructive rampage through
Fredericksburg. The provost guard roamed the town but did nothing to stop the looting and destruction.
The only homes that escape destruction were those occupied by officers.
7. Burnside delays his attack until December 13 (Mackowski 84)
Burnside wanted speed. He intended to push the entire army across the river and storm the
Confederate position quickly and powerfully. Sumner's Right Grand Division, crossing in the city, would
assault Marye’s Heights on the Confederate left. Hooker’s Center Grand Division would cross after

Sumner’s in support, “you will hold yourself in readiness to support either … column.” Franklin’s Left
Grand Division, crossing below the city, would hit Prospect Hill on the Confederate right. Burnside told
Franklin, “[Be] governed by circumstances as to the extent of your movements.”
Burnside had given each grand division commander a specific objective but also flexibility to adapt as
the situations in their fronts developed. Except the situation didn't develop, and Burnside didn't show
much flexibility. December 11 passed without any substantial infantry crossing. Only after all the
bridges were completed would he consent to a full crossing, with just enough force in thetownto hold
the bridgeheads in the meantime.
Barksdale’s resistance had cost Burnside the element of surprise and dashed his plans for a speedy
crossing. He could try to make up that time by pushing across all those elements across that night in
preparation for deliberate attack on the morning of December 12, but he was too cautious for that.
Moreover, crossing at night would also risk confusion and loss of unit cohesion, along with loss of sleep
among the troops.
Another option for him was to stick with the original plan. The merit here was that it wouldn't take long
to organize and execute because everyone already knew their assigned tasks. The downside was that
Burnside would have to strike a prepared foe who could literally see the Federals coming from a mile
away.
In the event, Burnside did neither. He crossed both Sumner’s and Hooker’s grand divisions on December
12, taking some five hours to do so. Confederate artillery fire, managed by Alexander, harassed them
the entire time, but little fighting was done other than to keep the town clear of Confederates.
Franklin’s men had an easier time of it. They were able to cross in good order without significant
Confederate harassment. Once the crossings were completed, though, Burnside seemed to have no plan
for what to do next. Throughout the rest of the day and even into that night, Burnside was vacillating.
He crossed the river to look at Confederate positions and conferred with various subordinates. He
authorized Franklin to build a third pontoon bridge on the lower crossing site. He ordered Couch (II
Corps, Sumner’s grand division) to shift left to support Franklin, then countermanded the order. He was
showing a lot of activity, but it was marred with indecision.
Eventually Burnside formulated a plan. He could see the Confederate right was anchored on Prospect
Hill, essentially a low ridge, certainly less daunting than Marye’s Heights. There also was room to
maneuver around Prospect Hill whereas the Confederate left was anchored on the Rappahannock just
above Fredericksburg (at Taylor’s Hill and Falmouth Dam). He saw that outflanking Prospect Hill
provided the possibility of rolling up the entire Confederate position. Franklin and his two corps
commanders, John Reynolds and William “Baldy” Smith, agreed.
The problem is that it took Burnside 24 hours to decide upon this course of action, which meant Lee had
had some 48 hours (December 11 and 12) to consolidate and prepare for an assault. Jackson’s first two

divisions did not arrive onto the battlefield until December 12, and his other two divisions until the
morning of December 13, just before Franklin finally launched his assault. Up until Jackson’s divisions
started arriving on December 12, the Confederate right was held only by John Bell Hood’s division
(Longstreet’s corps) of some 7,300 men versus Franklin’s 40,000 men. As Jackson's divisions arrived,
Longstreet could contract his lines. He would still be stretched over some six miles, but he would be
occupying strong defensive terrain. Jackson's front was about two miles and while the defensive
advantage of the terrain was less, he was able to stack his divisions some 38,000 men in depth.
In short, on December 12, before Jackson’s corps came into play, Burnside missed an opportunity to
attack the more vulnerable portion of the Confederate line before it became the strongest portion.
Day 3 – Saturday, December 13 (Burnside throws his army into a meatgrinder)
Overview
[Blue & Gray map, Deployment of Armies, December 13, 1862]
December 13 was the marquee day of battle at Fredericksburg. It filled the floodplains, the fields, and
the woods surrounding Fredericksburg. It was a day characterized by Union forces attempting to break
out of the town and penetrate the Confederate lines as they moved towards Richmond. Burnside
massed over half his army on the floodplain below Fredericksburg – 60,000 men, getting them ready to
launch his principal attack on the Confederate right, the Union left. He put these 60,000 men in the
hands of a general named William Franklin. Meanwhile, Burnside also engaged in a series of futile
assaults against Marye’s Heights and the stone wall. These were initially designed to pin down the
Confederates and prevent them from interfering in the attacks and the fighting south of Fredericksburg.
They turned out to be sacrificial efforts so that Franklin might succeed. (O’Reilly C-SPAN)
Burnside apparently lacked confidence in himself and shrank back from his own plans as the moment of
execution drew near. Franklin had been informed that Burnside would give the final order which should
put his force in motion. (Alexander 294)
Franklin’s assault on Prospect Hill and Sumner’s on Marye’s Heights began at roughly the same time; but
neither was in conjunction with nor provided any lasting support for the other. Both were fought over
very different topography, under dissimilar offensive / defensive circumstances, and with inconsistent
results—the fight to the south more or less a draw, while the fight to the north was anything but. Of
course, taken as a whole the results would prove devastating to the AOP.
Prospect Hill
8. Franklin attacks without clarifying his orders (Mackowski 93)

[Appendix 2, Burnside’s Written Orders, also see Attachment 4, Timeline – Prospect Hill, December 13,
1862]
After the meeting with Burnside in the evening of December 12, Franklin, Smith, Reynolds, and their
staffs waited for written orders to arrive. The messenger, Brigadier General James A. Hardie, was in the
saddle and on his way at 6:00 AM.
•

Hardie found the going difficult. It was still dark, and the roads were glazed with ice, slowing his progress
to a walk dusty and his mount take a disastrous fall. It wasn't until 7:30 AM on December 13 that Hardie
arrived with them. (Gottfried 82)

Franklin had expected the orders hours earlier with an eye towards starting the attack at daybreak. As
he had understood during the meeting, he was to launch a massive assault against the Confederate right
with the goal of decisively turning that flank. Burnside’s orders, though, seemed to suggest something
different: a reconnaissance in force with “at least one division” while holding the bulk of his force “in
position for a rapid movement down the old Richmond road…”*
* “…old Richmond road…” is how it reads in Burnside’s order to Franklin. It is also identified as “Richmond Road” on
the maps in Chris Mackowski’s Decisions at Fredericksburg, “Old Richmond Road” on The West Point Atlas of
American Wars, and “Bowling Green Road” in Bradley M. Gottfried’s The Maps of Fredericksburg. Hereinafter, I will
use the USMA designation, “Old Richmond Road.”

The order from Burnside was not written well. The Old Richmond Road on Burnside's map was running
northwest to southeast, roughly in line with the river, but just past Smithfield plantation it curved to the
south and southwest toward a rail junction known as Hamilton’s Crossing; i.e., it more or less wrapped
around the Confederate’s right flank. On Franklin's map, though, the road continued on to the
southeast, with no such curve as depicted on Burnside’s map; instead, it intersected with a road that
headed south and southwest. From his perspective, Franklin perceived a disconnect between the
previous evening’s plan and what Burnside’s written orders seemed to be directing. What were
Burnside’s real intentions?
Another point of confusion was Burnside directing Franklin to use “a division at least.“ A full strength
division would have been some 12,000 men, but given manning levels due to regiments not being filled
up, it could be any number less than that. Meade’s division, for instance, had only some 4,500 men.
However, with the I and VI corps plus supporting divisions Burnside was providing, Franklin had upwards
of 60,000 men available. This certainly was capable of the turning maneuver he and his corps
commanders had discussed with Burnside the previous evening. Why, then, send only a division-plus?
There was even some confusion as to Sumner’s roll in the day’s other major attack. Baffled by the
wording of the order, Franklin looked to Hardie for clarification, but Hardie had none to give. He had not
been at the previous evening’s conference and had only Burnside’s written order to go by.
What to do?

1. On its face, an obvious choice would have been to seek clarification. Franklin’s telegraph station
was close at hand, and Hardie, being a general officer (rather than a regular courier), could use
his clout, such as it was, to obtain clarification quickly.
2. Since Burnside had promised to send along copies of Sumner’s and Hooker’s orders, which
might contain information that could provide additional context or clarity for Franklin's orders,
he might wait for those. But then, he had waited all night for his own; no telling when or even if
copies of these other orders would arrive or, for that matter, what clarification they might
contain.
3. Because he was worried about lost time (the sun was already up) and lost fog cover, he could do
his own appraisal of the situation and on his own initiative launch an attack as he deemed
appropriate. This would be consistent with one interpretation of Burnside’s written orders.
4. He could ignore the confusion generated by Burnside’s order and follow the verbal commands
from the previous evening, which they did understand. This course of action required an
aggressive mindset and expansive view, neither would seem to fit into Franklin's character.
Franklin decided to conduct a reconnaissance in force rather than a sweeping full-scale assault. He
ordered Reynolds to pick a division and make the attack. Reynolds chose Meade’s division.
Meade was a relative unknown in the fall 1862. He was a major general in the army, commanding a
division of a mere 4,500 men.* He outranked three of the corps commanders on this battlefield, but
because he was so obscure, Burnside didn't even know that. He commanded perhaps the smallest
division in the entire army, and that should be troubling, as well. Burnside had put 60,000 men in the
hands of William B. Franklin and ordered him to seize the heights by Captain Hamilton’s Crossing
(Prospect Hill) on the south end of the battlefield. (O’Reilly C-SPAN)
* O’Reilly puts Meade’s strength at 4,000 men, but most sources I’ve read put it closer to 4,500. So, I use the latter
figure.

Meade balked at first out of frustration, pointing out that a mistake at Antietam had been in one corps
attacking at a time, and here they were committing the same fault. Franklin responded that this was
Burnside's order. Meade later reflected that Franklin was hampered by his orders and a lack of
information as to what Burnside really wanted, but that a great captain would have cast them aside and
assumed responsibility. Unfortunately, Franklin wasn't that man. Reynolds assigned Gibbon’s division to
advance a support on needs right and Doubleday’s division just strengthen Meade’s left. With this,
Reynold’s I Corps was all in.
Franklin held Smith's VI Corps in reserve in case of a Confederate counterattack. It would sit almost
entirely unengaged for the day.
Of course, unknown to Franklin, Jackson's entire corps had now concentrated on his front. Thanks to
Burnside’s delay the previous day, Meade would advance, break through, and be repulsed because of a

lack of reinforcements. Franklin's decision to withhold VI Corps from the main action would undercut
any chance of success. Other factors would come into Meade’s repulse as well as we'll see below.
Burnside’s poorly written order and the excessive amount of time it took to get it to Franklin, along with
the absence of copies of the written orders for Sumner’s and Hooker’s grand divisions, certainly
contributed to the confusion of the morning.
That does not let Franklin off the hook, however. He proceeded with the attack even though he wasn't
sure of his commander’s intent. At 7:40 AM, once Meade’s division got underway, Franklin had Hardie
send a message to Burnside with an update. He later held that had Burnside, on the receipt of Hardie's
first dispatch, discovered that Franklin had either misunderstood his order or was sending too small of a
force for its execution, Burnside had the opportunity to correct or otherwise clarify his intent.
In the event, Burnside did send a staff officer to get a better sense of what was going on and, a short
time after that, sent a follow-up order via another staff officer in which he directed Franklin to “advance
his right and front.” Franklin demurred.
Controversy ensued over this. Read the paragraphs at Mackowski 103-104.
While Meade defended him, the Joint Committee on the Conduct of the War ultimately sided with
Burnside and held Franklin responsible for the misguided attack.
9. Pelham harasses the Union left flank (Mackowski 105)
Jackson had packed four infantry divisions into his section of the line with an impressive number of
artillery pieces, some 54 in all. “The position was a commanding one,” said Jackson’s chief of artillery,
Stapleton Crutchfield, “and [it] afforded admirable advantages against a direct assault from infantry.”
His right flank was covered by two full brigades of cavalry, including Pelham’s horse artillery consisting
of 18 guns.
Pelham’s further recon revealed a good location at the intersection of the road from Hamilton crossing
and Old Richmond Road. He moved a 12-pounder Napoleon early that morning to the intersection which
was some 400 yards away from the federal left flag. Within a few minutes of moving into this position,
about 10:00 am, he managed to get off two or three shots before the Federals responded.
Because of the way Reynolds had deployed the I Corps after it initially crossed the Rappahannock,
Meade had had to march his division parallel to Old Richmond Road in order to get out from behind
Gibbon’s division, which fronted the road. Once past, Meade swung around and advanced towards the
Confederate line, with Gibbon advancing on his right as support. Meanwhile, Doubleday’s division would
advance behind Meade as support and protection for his left.
[Still on Blue & Gray map, Deployment of Armies, December 13, 1862]

As Meade made his turn, he exposed his left flank to Pelham's single 12-pounder Napoleon gun. He
redeployed so one of his brigades faced southeast while the rest stayed facing southwest, thus forming
two sides of a square. Meade brought forward his own batteries to try and silence the threat on his
flank, along with some big guns from the far side of the Rappahannock, but everyone seemed to miss.
Pelham’s gun was screened by cedar trees and a hedge and was in a bit of a depression that helped keep
his men out of sight. The fog helped as well. Stuart moved up some skirmishers to help delay the federal
advance and it took some time for Doubleday’s troops to drive them back.
The fight continued for an hour, during which Pelham’s crew suffered several casualties. Stuart
suggested several times that he withdraw, but Pelham did not until Doubleday’s deployment allowed his
artillery to take aim at Pelham from the rear. Running low on ammunition, Pelham finally withdrew.
Pelhams vigorous action tied down Doubleday’s division for the entire day. Doubleday later defended
his decision by contending that he could not simultaneously advance in support of Meade’s left flank
and protect the whole Union army’s left flank from any confederate force returning to Pelham's corner.
Meade’s division had been pinned for a couple of hours, but by 1:00 o'clock they were up again,
advancing in strength, and pierced the middle of A. P. Hill’s line. Without reinforcements, though, the
division was unable to hold its ground. Doubleday’s approximately 4,000 men remained effectively out
of the fight waiting for an attack that never materialized. It was a missed opportunity.
On the east Bank of the Rappahannock, Burnside heard the artillery duel and took it as a sign that
Franklin had started his attack. Burnside also thought of Military Road (an improved logging path that
ran along the ridgetop) that connected the two ends of the Confederate army and the reinforcements
Lee could send from the northern end of the line to bolster the southern end. To prevent this, Burnside
set in motion his plans to pin them down; namely, for Sumner and Couch to begin the assault against
Marye’s Heights.
[Staff Ride Map 4]
Meade’s troops would have to advance across open ground while exposed to battery fire. Even though
the plain provided room for maneuvering, its features could impede any offensive thrust. The Old
Richmond Road ran roughly parallel to the river about ¾ mile away. Mounded earth and ditches on each
side along with fences and scattered cedars made this thoroughfare, according to Franklin, “an
exceedingly strong feature in the defense of the ground,“ but the hedgerows could slow any attacking
force as well. To Meade’s front lay muddy fields of wheat and corn stubble traversed by drainage
ditches. Beyond them, some 1,000 yards past the Richmond stage Rd, ran the tracks of the Richmond,
Fredericksburg, and Potomac railroad. The ground sloped gently down toward the roadbed, and at one
point woods lapped across the tracks. On the other side of the railroad the ground rose slightly toward
the wooded Crest held by Jackson's troops. (Rable 192-193)

One glaring weak point diminished the strength of Jackson's position. A. P. Hill had left a 600-yard gap
between Lane’s brigade on the left and Archer’s on the right. This ground, where the woods extended
beyond the railroad, was swampy and covered with thick undergrowth. Gregg's brigade stood more
than ¼ mile behind this gap. Concerned about what he considered faulty deployment, Lane had
informed A. P. Hill, who apparently declined to station troops in such a marshy place, evidently relying
instead on the uninviting ground to deter a Federal attack there. (Rable 193-194)
The prescribed attack on Franklin's front toward Hamilton’s Crossing was made by Meade's division,
supported by those of Doubleday and Gibbon. Pelham's horse artillery delayed Meade initially, but, once
Pelham was forced to withdraw, Meade drove forward through a weak spot and surprised and routed
Gregg's brigade in the Confederate second line. Gibbon, advancing on Meade's right, was initially
successful. However, the two divisions lost contact in the dense woods and were counterattacked
furiously about 1:30 P.M. by the Confederates. Badly battered, they were driven into the open and hotly
pursued.
[Staff Ride Map 5]
Franklin had so thoroughly deployed his grand division that he had no reinforcements available. Sickles
and Birney of Hooker's command advanced and drove back the Confederates. Later, Jackson attempted
a major counterattack, but halted it when his first movements brought down an overwhelming storm of
Federal artillery fire.
10. Jubal Early marches to the sound of the guns (Mackowski 114)
[back to previous map, Staff Ride Map 4]
A.P. Hill’s division held Prospect Hill, extending northward to link up with Hood's I Corps division. Early
held the back of Prospect Hill, with Taliaferro positioned on his left, extending the second line behind A.
P, Hill’s men. D.H. Hill waited as a reserve behind Early.
As Meade’s men advanced, they took terrible fire from A. P. Hill’s soldiers. The Federals gravitated to
the area where the least amount of fire came from, which was an undefended swamp. They pushed
through, and by 1:30, found purchase on the northern and eastern slopes of Prospect Hill. Archer,
holding that portion of the hill, watched his regiments fall one by one. The Union troops were pushing
around his left flank.
•

The swamp was intentionally left undefended by AP hill, with Lee’s Jackson's concurrence in the
expectation that enemy units could not go through it. The gap this created was some 600 yards wide.

Archer sent aides to Greg and Early asking for support. Greg's brigade, however, was receiving the brunt
of Meade's breakthrough.
•

Early had arrived on the battlefield just that morning after marching nearly fifteen miles the previous
evening. He had come from the lower Rappahannock where Jackson had posted him to contest any

possible river crossings in the direction of Port Royal. At midnight, Early’s men had camped two miles
from Hamilton’s Crossing, then finished the march that morning. They took up their position behind A. P.
Hill just as Pelham was starting out on his fog-shrouded poke against the federal left flank. From his
position on the lee side of the hill, Early heard the sounds of battle and noticed the fighting becoming
quite animated as it seemed to get closer. Just then, the messenger from Archer appeared.

As Early considered how to respond to Archer’s request, a second messenger appeared, this one from
Jackson ordering him to hold his division in readiness to move to the right of the road as the enemy was
making a demonstration in that direction.
This, of course, faced early with a bit of a dilemma.
1. He could ignore Archer’s requests and obey Jackson's order, which seemed the logical course of
action given Jackson’s rigidity when it came to following orders, which was not just legendary
but gospel.
2. He could ignore Jackson's order and comply with Archer's request, but he didn't know the
extent of the fighting, the number of enemy troops involved with Archer, or even from which
direction they came.
Early decided to accommodate both Archer’s request and Jackson’s order. His division was deployed
with two brigades forward (Walker and Atkinson) and two behind (Hoke and Hayes). He ordered
Atkinson’s brigade, which was closest to Archer, to prepare to advance to Archer’s support. The order
had barely been given when another messenger came from Archer’s direction, and he learned about the
gap A. P. Hill had left in the line. Early ordered at Atkinson’s brigade forward. They quickly encountered
Federals, and Early realized how close they had come to surrounding Archer. He recognized that
Atkinson’s brigade would not suffice for the job at hand, considering the size of the Federal
breakthrough. So, he sent Walker's brigade to help plug the gap. No sooner had he dispatched Walker
than he received word that Archer's brigade was giving way. He commanded Hoke to advance as
additional support. As Hoke went in, yet another courier arrived from Jackson with an order to advance
to the front with the whole division. Early sent in Hays’s brigade to reinforce Hoke. Early was now all in.
Early’s initiative saved the day. Meade’s men made a determined effort, but without the support
expected from Doubleday, they could not stand up to the three brigades Early through into the breach.
To Meade’s right, Gibbon’s division, sent forward as support, met with initial success but bogged down.
As described by Alexander, “Meade’s men were already in confusion when Lawton’s brigade came to
reinforce Gregg, and the enemy was driven back rapidly. Hoke’s brigade was sent to the assistance of
Archer and Early’s brigade to support Lane and Thomas. The whole Federal advance was driven from the
woods and pursued out into the plane. The troops of Archer, Lane, and Thomas, or portions of them,
joined in the counterstroke, and the whole of both Meade’s and Gibbon’s divisions were involved and
carried along with the retreat. But there was no adequate debouchment from the dense woods for rapid
advance, and when the Confederates, disorganized by the pursuit, met the fresh troops of the enemy,
the advance was checked and, unpursued, it fell back to the line of the railroad. Indeed, the whole

advance beyond the railroad had been unwise. Its only result would surely be the loss of the most
daring of its pursuers. And the loss of such men from a brigade is like the loss of temper from a blade.
[Emphasis added.]
“The Federals made no further effort on their left during the day and distant sharpshooting with
intermittent artillery, was now the only activity until near sundown which occurred about 4:45 PM.”
(Alexander 299-300)
11. Reynolds directs his artillery (Mackowski 123)
When Doubleday’s division became involved protecting the Union left flank, Reynolds called for
reinforcements from across the river: David Bell Birney’s and Dan Sickles’ divisions, borrowed from
Stoneman’ III Corps, Hooker’s Center Grand Division. As they crossed the river, he directed them into
reserve positions behind Meade and Gibbon. As Birney and Sickles moved into their positions, Meade’s
division began its attack. Observing, Reynolds was pleased with Meade’s advance but saw that Gibbon’s
division was not advancing on Meade’s right. It turned out that Gibbon hadn't been ready for Meade’s
advance and was taking time to dress his ranks before he move forward in support. Reynolds ordered
the division forward.
With all three of his divisions now committed, what Reynolds did next is befuddling, if not totally a
surprise, given his nature and background: Reynolds essentially took himself out of corps command and,
presumably driven by his own artillery background, began directing his artillery. He lost awareness of his
corps’ situation. This took his attention away from the battlefield, thus losing sight of the larger battle at
a critical juncture.
As Meade’s assault began to lose its momentum and his units began to lose their cohesion, he (Meade)
did his best to continue managing the action. But he knew he needed help – his men would not be able
to hold what they had gained without support. He dispatched staff officers to both Gibbon on his right
and Birney in his rear urging an advance to his support.
Birney did not respond to Meade’s request. The corps commander, Reynolds, had himself dictated this
position, and Bernie would not accept contradictory orders from one of Reynolds subordinates. Meade,
understandably, was infuriated. Apparently, he attempted to contact Reynolds, but Reynolds was
nowhere to be found. Birney explained to Meade that he had sought permission from Franklin, but
Franklin was not to be found either. Meade pulled rank and claimed responsibility for ordering Birney’s
division forward.
Birney began to advance just in time to cover the retreat of Meade’s men, confronting a wave of
Confederates with a stout defense along the Bowling Green Road that blunted their counterattack and
drove them back to their original position. Meanwhile, Gibbon’s men had likewise spent their
momentum. The Confederate line in their front had not broken but, instead, bowed in like an elastic

band. When it snapped back into shape with reinforcements, Gibbon’s division retreated back to the
safety of the Bowling Green Road and William F. Smith’s awaiting VI Corps.
The command vacuum cannot be fully blamed on Reynolds, although his absence was the one most
keenly felt. Burnside received a string of telegrams throughout the day from Hardie but never sent any
in return. Franklin bunkered in his Mansfield headquarters as though waiting for preordained bad news.
III Corps commander Stoneman, who had several of his division stripped from him for various
assignments, stalked the area around Franklin’s headquarters like a commander without a command,
which he literally was for most of the day.
Meade later reflected, “The more I think of that battle, The more annoyed I am that's such a great
chance should have failed me. The slightest straw almost would have kept the tide in our favor.”
Marye’s Heights
Overview [Gottfried map 13.1, also see Attachment 5, Timeline – Marye’s Heights, December 13, 1862]
On Sumner’s front the attack began at 12:10 PM by French’s division, followed in quick succession by
those of Hancock, Howard, and Sturgis. By 1:30 PM these had all been beaten back with heavy losses.
After Jackson's abortive counterattack, Franklin remained inactive, despite at least one direct order to
attack with his full force. He professed to find his orders obscure, but he apparently made no effort to
secure clarification, even though he had a direct telegraph to Burnside's headquarters. His one activity
was to plead for reinforcements.
On the Union right, the initial attack had been delayed principally because of fog. When it had lifted, the
Union troops in the Fredericksburg streets had been subjected to heavy artillery fire. Union artillery on
Stafford Heights was out of range and could not respond. The Union advance had to be made across an
open plain, cut by a steeped-banked drainage ditch some thirty feet wide and six feet deep. There were
only two bridges over this obstacle, so the advancing Union had been forced to remain in columns until
across, thus presenting a massed target to the Confederates on the heights above. At the foot of
Marye's Hill, a sunken road with stone retaining walls on either side formed a natural trench for
Confederate riflemen.
Burnside now called upon Hooker (Carroll's brigade) to resume the assault on Marye's Hill, and upon
Franklin to attack on his front. Franklin remained inactive, as we have seen, and Hooker complied
reluctantly, meanwhile protesting against sacrificing his command. Lee had already taken advantage of
Franklin's lethargy to shift Pickett's division and one of Hood's brigades to Marye's Hill. Griffin's division
renewed the attack at 3:30 P.M., followed by Humphrey's division about 4:00 P.M. Both met the fate of
the divisions that preceded them in attacks against the hill. Toward dark, Getty assaulted Marye's Hill
from the east, and was repulsed (See Map 7, page 11). Hooker now suspended the assault and withdrew
his forces from contact.

When Burnside heard the first booms of Pelham’s guns echoing up out of the fog from the extreme left
of the battlefield, he mistook them for the opening salvos of Franklin's assault against Prospect Hill. With
action there under way, he ordered Right Grand Division commander, “Bull” Sumner to prepare to
attack the Confederate position atop the heights west of the city. As the fighting in the south continued,
the fog lifted around 10:00 am, and Burnside sent word to Sumner to start his men forward in support
of Franklin.
Sumner led with Couch’s II Corps, French’s Third division in the lead. At about 11:00 AM, his three
brigades advanced from the relative safety of the town onto an open plain that gently inclined 900 yards
to the base of the Heights. There, Confederate infantry waited in a sunken road behind a stone wall.
Confederate artillery atop the Heights quickly began firing. As the men of Brigadier General Kimball’s
First Brigade got to within about 125 yards, the Georgians in the sunken road along the base of the
Heights rose up and began volleying. Kimball’s brigade soon faltered and fell back having lost about 25%
of its ranks, and French’s Second and Third brigades, Colonels Palmer and Andrews, respectively,
likewise withered under the intense artillery and infantry fire.
Couch then sent forward Hancock’s First Division – Zook’s Third Brigade, followed by Meacher’s Second
“Irish” Brigade and then Caldwell’s First Brigade. They, too, melted.
Couch, dismayed at the carnage wrought upon his two divisions in an hour of fighting realized that the
tactics were not working. He considered a massive bayonet charge to overwhelm the defenders, but as
he surveyed the front, he realized that French's and Hancock's divisions were in no shape to move
forward again. He next planned for his final division, Howard’s Third Division, to swing to the right and
attempt to envelop the Confederate left, but upon receiving urgent requests for help from French and
Hancock, he sent Howard's men over and around the fallen troops instead. Owen’s Second Brigade went
in first, reinforced by Hall’s Third Brigade, and then two regiments of Sully’s First Brigade.
The other corps in Sumner's Right Grand Division, Wilcox’s IX Corps, was next. He sent in Sturgis’ Second
Division. Ferrero’s Second Brigade led, followed by Nagle’s First Brigade. These attacks, too, failed,
resulting in some 23% casualties.
After two hours of futile charges, four Union divisions had failed in the mission Burnside had originally
assigned to one. Casualties were heavy: II Corps losses for the afternoon were 4,114, Sturgis's division
1,011.
The inability to silence the deadly Confederate artillery on Marye’s Heights frustrated Union troops,
enlisted and officers alike. There were far too few Federal batteries to counter Lee’s, and most of the
available guns were napoleons, which could not reach the enemy batteries. Hunt dispatch two rifled
batteries across the river to attempt to neutralize the Confederate guns. General Whipple, commanding

the Third Division of Stoneman’s III Corps, Central Grand Division, sent two of his own batteries to the
northern reaches of the town as well. Whipple’s division occupied in the town and was not yet engaged.
In the meantime, Longstreet reinforced his line so that there were four ranks of infantrymen behind the
stonewall. Cobb of Georgia, who had commanded this key sector of the line, was mortally wounded by
an exploding artillery shell and was replaced by Kershaw. Lee was concerned at the massing of the
troops in the sunken road, but Longstreet assured him, “General, if you put every man on the other side
of the Potomac on that field to approach me. with the same line, and give me plenty of ammunition, I
will kill them all before they reach by line.” unfortunately for the attacking union forces, that was an
accurate assessment. The Union dead and wounded were stacking up in the killing field to prove it.
By midafternoon, with the fighting around Prospect Hill petering out, Burnside was still unwilling to
concede failure. Instead, despite the setbacks, he brought up fresh troops to continue the attack. Two
divisions remained of Wilcox’s IX Corps: Burns’ First Division and Getty’s Third Division. Burnside
decided not to use them. He also decided not to use Whipple’s division. Running out of options, He
ordered Butterfield’s V Corps, also part of Center Grand Division, to cross the river and assault the
heights.
Hooker was not happy with the idea of still another charge, realizing the futility of the assaults. He
performed a personal reconnaissance (something that neither Burnside nor Sumner had done, both
remaining east of the river during the failed assaults) and returned to Burnside's headquarters to advise
against the attack.
In the meantime, the plan remained in place. Butterfield received his orders around 2:00pm. Within half
an hour Griffin’s First Division was crossing the river on the middle bridges with Stockton’s Third Brigade
(which included the 20th Maine) in the lead. In addition to Butterfield’s V Corps, Burnside belatedly
decided to commit Whipple’s division as well.
The division paused in town after crossing, awaiting orders to join the combat west of town. Those
orders arrived around 3:30pm, and the division moved to relieve Sturgis’ men. Barnes’ First Brigade had
the lead. His brigade made it no farther than the remnants of the previous brigades’ broken charges,
with losses close to 500 men.
Sweitzer’s Second Brigade was next up. It was about 4:00pm at this point. Sweitzer’s attack, the
thirteenth thus far, fizzled. It would be followed by Carroll’s Second Brigade of Whipple’s division. It
failed. Stockton’s Third Brigade was thrown in next, about 4:30pm. Again, failure.
Hooker, reluctantly following Burnside’s orders, ordered his remaining two divisions forward.
Humphrey’s Third Division goes first, to be followed later by Sykes’ Second Division. Surely the
Confederates could not withstand these repeated assaults. Sooner or later, their line must break.
Hooker noted that the rate of firing of the Confederate guns was dropping off. Indeed, many of the
batteries had been firing for some five hours, firing off hundreds of rounds of fixed ammunition and

sustaining a number of casualties. Some guns were down to their last few shots if they had any left at
all. Longstreet had Alexander searching for support and resupply. Alexander managed to find nine guns
with full stocks of ammunition from a variety of batteries and brought them into play, just in time to
meet Humphrey’s attack.
Allerbach’s Second Brigade started its attack around 4:30pm. All who saw it remarked how parade
ground-perfect it was until Confederate artillery fire found it. It’s attack ground to a halt. Tyler’s Second
Brigade was next. It, too, failed. Yet another Federal division had been knocked out of action, Burnside
was running out of fresh units, and the sun was now nearly down.
Hooker reluctantly ordered Getty’s Division, IX Corps to attack. Hawkins's First Brigade led, followed
Harland's Second Brigade, moving along an unfinished railroad line just north of Hazel Run aiming at the
Confederate’s right at the end of the stone wall. They got close in the gathering twilight but were
eventually detected, fired on, and repulsed.
By now it was fully dark, and the attacks against Marye’s Heights ended. Seven Union divisions had been
sent in, generally one brigade at a time, for a total of fourteen individual charges. Eighteen federal
brigades had tried to pierce the rebel position during seven hours of bloody loss. Not a man reached the
stone wall. Union losses were horrendous. At least 7,711 killed or wounded. Southern losses were
estimated at 1,287 killed and wounded. Significantly fewer Confederate troops were involved repelling
these charges, but their firepower had been simply tremendous. For example, the men of the 15th
North Carolina fired 35,000 rounds during their five hours in battle. Federal corpses dotted the
battlefield, in some cases piled three high.
12. Franklin calls off the attack without telling Burnside (Mackowski 130)
On the Union left, Franklin’s attack also had sputtered to a halt. Even as the initial attack order from
Meade its way from Burnside to Sumner to couch to French to begin the assault towards Marye’s
Heights, Burnside was expecting to hear that Prospect Hill had been carried. At 10:30 AM, he sent a staff
officer, Captain P. M. Lydig, to get a firsthand update from Franklin. After meeting with Franklin, Lydig
reported back to Burnside that Meade was hotly engaged. Burnside was dismayed at the small force
engaged (i.e., Meade’s division, supported by Gibbons on the right) and that none of Smith’s VI Corps
troops had yet been put into the fight. Another staff officer, Captain James M. Cutts, was sent with an
order to Franklin “to advance his right and front immediately.” Franklin balked. Cutts returned to
Burnside with Franklin's explanation as to why he couldn't move forward.
By now it was after 2:00 PM, Howard's attack had sputtered out in front of the Stonewall and Sturgis’
division was grimly advancing. Burnside directed another staff officer, Captain R. H. I. Goddard to return
to Franklin with an explicit order to “make a vigorous attack with his whole force; our right is hard
pressed.” Hardy telegraphed at 2:25 PM after Goddard's arrival with burnsides order. “Franklin will do
his best. New troops gone in. Will report soon again.”

These “new troops,” however, were just a few regiments from Smith’s VI Corps sent to better secure the
grand division’s right flank anchored on Deep Run. By this time, the situation seemed to have stabilized
along Old Richmond Road, but Franklin worried about additional Confederate pressure. Goddard
observed all of this for the report he planned to give Burnside upon his return to headquarters. Just
before leaving, he reminded Franklin that Burnside was expecting him to make a vigorous attack.
Franklin sent forward skirmishers from Smith’s VI Corps and decided that the enemy's position in this
part of the field was too strong. He decided against pressing the attack here.
Although Meade’s and Gibbon’s divisions had suffered many casualties, Doubleday’s division had
remained essentially unengaged and Birney’s division, while having seen action in its repulse of the
Confederate counterattack, maintained a strong position along the Old Richmond Road and still boasted
strong regimental and brigade cohesion. Moreover, Sickel’s division was fresh on the field, and, of
course, nearly the entirety of Smith’s VI Corps had remained unengaged. Franklin could still send for
powerful artillery support from the far side of the river and had some 3,500 cavalrymen at his disposal
as well. In short, he had the wherewithal to throw a stronger punch than his first with Meade.
Franklin finally made his ambivalence known in a 3:40pm telegraph to Burnside: “Gibbon’s and Meade’s
divisions are badly used up, and I fear another advance on the enemy on our left cannot be made this
afternoon. Doubleday’s division will replace Meade’s as soon as it can be collected, and if it can be done
in time, of course another attack will be made.” But he continued to dither and at 4:30pm he
telegraphed Burnside, “It is too late to advance.”
Franklin had been ordered to continue his attack on the left but never carried those orders out.
Burnside, however, continued his attacks against the stone wall on the right under the assumption that
his directive was being executed. Without the accompanying attack by Franklin, though, the assaults
against Marye’s Heights took on a fruitless life of their own.
Whether Franklin would have spared any of that bloodshed by following Burnside's order, or even by
reiterating to Burnside his reasons for not attacking, is impossible to say. He had already told Burnside
that he found it impossible to attack, so perhaps Franklin felt saying so again would do no good. Birney’s
division had been situated in time for offensive action, and Sickel’s division had moved into position
early enough that Goddard watched the division arrive, then returned to Burnside sometime between
2:30 and 3:00 PM. After Sickel’s arrival, Franklin shifted Newton's division (VI Corps) in Doubleday’s
direction as support. By the time Newton finally got into position, Reynolds agreed with Franklin’s
assessment that it was too late in the day to make another attempt to carry the enemy's position.
In Burnsides eyes, Franklin had stumbled at the outset and, through a lack of initiative, had never gotten
himself back on track. Still, Burnside took ultimate responsibility, “I confess I probably did not think of
that part of the field as much as I should have done.”

Poor communication was the underlying cause of the problems on the left. There were inconsistencies
between verbal orders and their written follow up. Franklin relied too much on his interpretation of
orders to properly sort out those inconsistencies. Burnside used couriers to communicate with Franklin.
Hardie provided Burnside with a string of telegraphs with updates on the fighting; Burnside replied to
them only through couriers. Why didn't Burnside physically go to Franklin rather than rely solely on
couriers and, conversely, why didn't Franklin go to Burnside to better understand his orders and explain
his concerns to Burnside? Burnside’s headquarters was at Phillips House on Stafford Heights, some three
miles from Franklin’s headquarters at Mansfield House, some three-quarters of a mile below the
southern set of pontoon bridges.
Days 4 and 5 – December 14-15 (Sunday and Monday)
Overview
Burnside wished to renew the attack the next morning but was dissuaded by his grand division
commanders and their corps commanders. Both sides remained on the field during the 14th,
strengthening their positions. In the afternoon a truce was arranged to permit burial of the dead. Lee
hoped that on the December 15 Burnside would again batter his army against the impregnable
Confederate position, but Burnside withdrew across the river on the night of the 14th. The withdrawal
was accomplished with great skill. All the Union troops and supplies (down to the last foot of telegraph
wire) were returned across the river, and the ponton bridges were taken up without detection.
13. Burnside does not renew the offensive (Mackowski 139)
As Burnside admitted in his official report later, “Our force had been repulsed at all points, and it was
necessary to look up on the day's work as a failure.” he was desperate to find some way to salvage the
situation. He spent much of the night of December 13 on the town side of the river conferring with
various officers getting a sense of the troops’ morale.
He made his way back to Phillips House where the three grand division commanders were awaiting his
return. He told them, “We attack at early dawn, the IX Corps in the center, which I show lead in person.”
He directed Sumner to form the corps into a column of attack by regiments for “a direct attack upon the
enemies works at Marye’s Heights.” He was met by perfect silence.
Burnside had essentially four options—
1. Resume the offensive against Marye’s heights. His choice to resume the attack using the 9th
core had been inspired by the late day success of Getty’s division which had come tantalizingly
close to the stone wall in its last assault – only 50 yards away. He seems to have attributed that
achievement to the lead brigade (Hawkins’, who happened to be present at the meeting), not to
the topography or darkness. With the exception of Getty’s division, much of IX Corps had set out
the day's action, so there would be fresh to spearhead a new assault. And if Burnside had
delegated field command to his grand division commanders and they had failed, perhaps taking

personal command would do the trick, particularly with his old corps. He also seemed to either
discount or ignore additional preparations by the Confederates, which had been going on all
night.
2. Resume the offensive on Franklin's front. Franklin certainly had plenty of troops not yet
committed to battle and so could conceivably assemble the kind of force needed. However, his
lackluster leadership might have soured Burnside, who had trusted Franklin implicitly only to be
disappointed. Burnside had little reason to put his faith in Franklin again.
3. Call off the offensive and try elsewhere. Continuous attacks had crashed against the
Confederate defenses on Marye’s Heights already, and with a full night to further strengthen
their position, the Confederates would certainly be more difficult to dislodge than they'd been
on December 13. Continued assaults looked all but hopeless. If Burnside decided against
renewing his attacks on December 14, he could look at the options before him and formulate a
new plan. Potentially, he could maintain his hold on thetownwith part of his force as a decoy
while recrossing the rest of his men back to the east bank. Through a fast march, Burnside could
then outflank Lee at a different location.
4. Call off the offensive entirely. Burnside might consider calling off the offensive entirely and
settling into winter camps, even if temporarily. However, President Lincoln still needed a
military victory to help legitimize the Emancipation Proclamation, so political pressure would
prevent Burnside from occupying winter camps for long. Moreover, Sumner articulated what
Burnside’s entire staff well new: “Neither our government nor our people would be satisfied to
have our army retire from this position, or go into winter quarters.”
Burnside held to his idea to continue the attack. At 4:00 AM he sent a wire to President Lincoln that said,
in part, “We hold the first ridge outside the town, and 3 miles below. We hope to carry the crust today.”
Sumner assembled the IX Corps as ordered. He moved Burns division from Deep Run, we're connected
with Franklin's grand division, to take up a position along Hazel Run. There, at 10:00 AM, the unit would
follow in the footsteps laid down by Hawkins’ brigade the evening before.
Hawkins and Getty both sent urgent pleas for Burnside to reconsider. Hooker, who had acted almost
insubordinate in his opposition to the plan, continued to radiate defiance. Officers crammed the Phillips
House, waiting for Burnside to give an order to mobilize – an order that would send Burnside himself
across the river to attack.
Finally, Sumner found an opportunity to take Burnside aside. “General, I hope you will desist from this
attack. I do not know of any general officer who approves of it, and I think it will prove disastrous to the
army.” Burnside finally blinked. Consultation with other officers in the command revealed that they
agreed. Burnside relented.
The day passed with no major attack, only sniping and sporadic artillery between the two sides. Many of
the federals that had survived the previous day's assaults lay stranded in the no man's land between the
two lines. That afternoon, Burnside asked Lee for a truce to attend to his wounded, which the latter
granted.

As the day wore on several federal commanders were pondering what to do next period couch argue
that they should continue occupying Fredericksburg, that that could be done with a single division and in
so doing the army could reposition itself for another offensive. Sumner tended to agree, rationalizing
that that would not be giving up the expedition, but simply changing its tactics – just drawing back a
little in order to try it again. Hooker opposed occupation, arguing that the concentration of troops in the
town would make them easy pickings for Confederate artillery. He also worried about the poor shape his
men were in.
On the night of December 14, the Aurora Borealis made an appearance unusual for that latitude,
presumably caused by a large solar flare. One witness described that "the wonderful spectacle of the
Aurora Borealis was seen in the Gulf States. The whole sky was a ruddy glow as if from an enormous
conflagration but marked by the darting rays peculiar to the Northern light."
Burnside ultimately heeded Hooker’s worries and chose to fully evacuate federal forces. On the evening
of December 15 when darkness descended over the battlefield orders went forward for the army of the
Potomac to withdraw back across the Rappahannock.
14. Lee does not launch a counteroffensive (Mackowski 146)
As evening approached on December 13, Jackson wanted to take a swing at the Federal left flank while
he still had time. Franklin had thrown the first punch of the day, and Early had effectively
counterpunched. Jackson was surprised Franklin hadn't taken a second swing, so Jackson would take it
upon himself to launch a roundhouse of his own, some 35,000 men strong. He rode from one part of his
command to another, with his staff fanning out with orders, trying to prepare his entire corps for
assault. He intended to form up along the railroad bed and, after an artillery bombardment to soften up
the Federals, send his full corps forward.
Despite his best efforts, though, Jackson could assemble only about half of his force in time. He opted to
try the attack anyway, with the rest of his corps coming in as reserves if necessary. No sooner had
Jackson sent his first artillery pieces out to begin their barrage than their federal counterparts
responded. The federal artillery fire convinced Jackson to abandon the proposed attack. There simply
was not enough time to prepare and to make it happen.
As December 14 dawned with another foggy morning, Lee expected a renewal of the Union attack.
Sometime in the late hours of December 13, some of his troops had captured a Union courier who,
according to Longstreet, carried “a memorandum of the purpose of General Burnside for renewing the
battle against Marye’s Hill in the morning.”
But as the fog burned away and the Union force remained in place, Lee began to wonder what they
were up to. So, they waited, but the whole day passed without anything serious anywhere along the
line.

Lee had two options available to him.
1. Continue waiting for Burnside to make the next move. The captured dispatch from the previous
night confirmed his expectation that an assault was forthcoming. Just because it hadn't yet
occurred didn't mean it wasn't going to. Alternatively, perhaps a different attack was in the
works against a different part of the line.
2. Launch an offensive. By taking the offensive the offense and hitting the Federal as they reeled
from their defeat the day before, he might render the victory complete. However, his only
would have to assault of the same open ground that had proved to be such a devastating killing
field for the federals, all the wall taking heat from enemy artillery without effective opportunity
for counterbattery fire. Secure attachments to the river on both ends of the federal line offered
no opportunities for a flanking maneuver. And of course, for the filling federals still
outnumbered the attacking Confederates.
Believing the Federals might still resume their attack, Lee decided against losing the advantage of his
position and exposing his troops to the fire of Burnside’s inaccessible batteries beyond the river.
Epilogue
The Confederate casualties in the battle were in excess of 5,000; the Federal casualties totaled over
10,000, with more than 6,000 occurring at the foot of Marye's Hill. Beginning January 20, 1863, Burnside
moved up the Rappahannock in an effort to turn Lee's left. Heavy rains, however, halted this movement,
which came to be called "the Mud March." Union morale was at low ebb, and Burnside found himself at
odds with most of subordinates.
The tactical Confederate success at Fredericksburg was based on Lee’s “. . . keen sense of terrain
appreciation” (p. 172). Lee took a defensive position because “. . . the natural features of the ground
were made to order for the purpose. . .” (p. 271). Lee’s judgment, confidence, and effective use of
terrain, coupled with Burnside’s incompetence, indecision, and limited knowledge of the battlefield,
appear to have been instrumental factors controlling the battle which thus contributed in no small part
toward the final outcome.
The Mud March
Despite disaster at Fredericksburg, Burnside watched for an opportunity to reverse his fate into
January. He found a glimmer of hope: in addition to the unseasonably warm weather, reports
indicated that Federal actions in the Carolinas had forced Lee to send some of his army south.
These circumstances seemed to offer the opportunity to strike at Lee. On January 20, 1863, the
Army of the Potomac was on the move again.
The plan was simple: a lightning-fast dash to the west of Fredericksburg, where Burnside hoped
to cross the Rappahannock River at Banks’ Ford placing his army directly in Lee's rear. Additional
troops would provide a decoy at the same river crossings across from Fredericksburg the Army

of the Potomac had used one month before.
As the sun set on January 20, all had gone according to plan. The army had moved into place
swiftly, and the morale of the rank and file lifted. Lee had not yet shifted his forces, and
Burnside estimated that the quick march had put the Army of the Potomac 48 hours ahead of
the Confederates. Around 7pm that evening, however, it began to rain with a force that
increased every hour.
The rain continued all night and into the morning of January 21. Federal camps and roads turned
to mud pits overnight. The poor condition of the roads caused delays and officers scrambled to
figure out a way to continue the operation. Burnside, obstinate, ordered the army to march on
even as the rain continued to fall in sheets upon his men. The march proved to be beyond
miserable. The flow of men, animals, and wagons turned roads into soup. Regiments were
forced to stop and rest every 100 yards just from the effort of walking through the mud. Wagons
and cannon sank to their axles and were abandoned as not even the efforts of a dozen horses
could move them.
As the miserable day came to an end, a poor omen appeared on the banks of the Rappahannock
opposite the site Burnside had planned to cross: campfires of the Confederate Army of Northern
Virginia.
On the morning of January 22nd it became clear that Burnside had again lost a race to Robert E.
Lee. Confederates yelled jeers and insults across the river at the miserable US troops. The
campaign was over. The Mud March, as this infamous movement would become known, was
not.
Burnside ordered the army to return to their original camps on the 22nd. The retreat began on
the 23rd. Fortunately for the Federal troopers, the rain slowed significantly. Unfortunately, they
had to return using the same roads they had destroyed during their advance. It would take some
men until the 26th before they made it to their original camps on Stafford Heights.
Exhausted, the Army of the Potomac hit rock bottom after the Mud March. So, too, did its
commander, Ambrose Burnside.
The Mud March (U.S. National Park Service) (nps.gov)
Change of Command
On 25 January, President Lincoln relieved Burnside, Sumner, and Franklin, giving command of the AOP to
Hooker.
Burnside had failed, as had all former commanders of the Union army in the east, and for substantially
the same reasons - the inability to command the army and to direct its efforts with decisiveness, zeal,

initiative, and imagination. In fairness to Burnside, one must remember that he accepted the command
of the Army of the Potomac humbly and reluctantly, for he doubted his qualifications for the post. If he
had feared he was lacking in those attributes essential for high command, events had proved his fears
well-founded.
President Lincoln was still looking for a general who could fight and win in the East. I don’t know the
extent to which he might have considered generals from other theaters, but with the Vicksburg
campaign in full swing, i.e., where generals such as Grant had their hands full, he probably focused on
the Eastern theater for a new commander of the AOP, and Hooker apparently was the likeliest prospect.
He was an aggressive officer, had distinguished himself on several occasions, and had a demonstrated
talent for boosting the fighting spirit of his troops.
Hooker was the third in a succession of commanding Union generals President Lincoln appointed in his
search for victories during the Civil War. When he gave Hooker command of the Army of the Potomac,
Lincoln handed him this letter, which candidly discusses Hooker's strengths and weaknesses. Although
Hooker failed to deliver the results Lincoln expected, he was touched by the letter's tone. Hooker told
reporter Noah Brooks "That is just such a letter as a father might write to his son. It is a beautiful letter,
and, although I think he was harder on me than I deserved, I will say that I love the man who wrote it."
Executive Mansion
Washington, January 26, 1863
Major General Hooker:
General.
I have placed you at the head of the Army of the Potomac. Of course, I have done this upon what appear
to me to be sufficient reasons. And yet I think it best for you to know that there are some things in regard
to which, I am not quite satisfied with you. I believe you to be a brave and a skillful soldier, which, of
course, I like. I also believe you do not mix politics with your profession, in which you are right. You have
confidence in yourself, which is a valuable, if not an indispensable quality. You are ambitious, which,
within reasonable bounds, does good rather than harm. But I think that during Gen. Burnside's command
of the Army, you have taken counsel of your ambition, and thwarted him as much as you could, in which
you did a great wrong to the country, and to a most meritorious and honorable brother officer. I have
heard, in such way as to believe it, of your recently saying that both the Army and the Government
needed a Dictator. Of course, it was not for this, but in spite of it, that I have given you the command.
Only those generals who gain successes, can set up dictators. What I now ask of you is military success,
and I will risk the dictatorship. The government will support you to the utmost of it's ability, which is
neither more nor less than it has done and will do for all commanders. I much fear that the spirit which
you have aided to infuse into the Army, of criticizing their Commander, and withholding confidence from
him, will now turn upon you. I shall assist you as far as I can, to put it down. Neither you, nor Napoleon, if
he were alive again, could get any good out of an army, while such a spirit prevails in it.
And now, beware of rashness. Beware of rashness, but with energy, and sleepless vigilance, go forward,
and give us victories.
Yours very truly
A. Lincoln

After the war, Fredericksburg recovered its former position as a center of local trade and slowly grew
beyond its prewar boundaries. Neither the town of Fredericksburg nor the surrounding counties
reached the 1860 level of population again until well into the 20th century. After the war, many
freedmen moved to Richmond and Petersburg, where there had been established free black
communities before the war, and there was more work. Fredericksburg, Virginia - Wikipedia
The period of reconstruction in Fredericksburg following the Civil War was marked by a struggling
economy and slow growth. The collapse of the plantation system severely impacted the city's economy,
as it relied heavily on trade with the rural interior. Like other urban areas, Fredericksburg sought to
establish a greater industrial base for the city. While the canal system that was expanded in the 1850s
paved the way for water-powered mills and factories, it was not until the arrival of the railroad in
Fredericksburg in 1872, along with capital from northern investors, that industrial activities began to
surge and transform the city. Factory workers and free blacks settled heavily in the working-class
neighborhoods surrounding the factories, while those with newly acquired wealth constructed stately
mansions in the developing neighborhoods to the west of the city.
Reconstruction and Growth (1865-1917) | Fredericksburg, VA - Official Website (fredericksburgva.gov)
The longest-lasting impact of Barksdale’s resistance at river's edge would be to Fredericksburg itself. The
artillery barrage and street fighting left the town in shambles. “All the buildings more or less battered
with shells, roofs and walls all full of holes, and the churches with their broken windows and shattered
walls looking desolate enough,” wrote the AoP Provost Marshall, Marsena Patrick. This devastation
would combine with other factors – such as the exodus of formerly enslaved people from the town– to
stunt Fredericksburg’s future growth. “The physical impact weighed on the community for decades,”
says historian John Hennessy. It would take almost 40 years before the city's population would rebound
to its wartime level of just over 5,000 (free and slave), and it would be 1930 before it would
meaningfully exceed it.* Hennessy further notes, “Fredericksburg would not regain a trajectory toward
true prosperity again until the 1960s when engineers built Interstate 95 along the town's western
boundary, paid for with federal dollars.” He went on to opine, “It is probable that if the inhabitants of
thetownhad requested the rebel army to vacate, it would have done so. Instead, the inhabitants of
Fredericksburg chose to be very patriotic. Result: Ruin!” (Mackowski, 83-84)
* Fredericksburg aggregate population, by US decennial census:
1860: 5,022 (= 3,731 free + 1,291 slave)
1870: 4,046 ( - 19.43% net change from 1860)
1900: 5,068 ( + 00.91% net change from 1860)
1910: 5,874 ( + 16.97%)
1920: 5,882 ( + 17.12%)
1930: 6,819 ( + 35.78%)
1940: 10,066 (+ 100.44%)
1950: 12,158 (+ 142.09%)
1960: 13,639 (+ 171.59%)
2020: 27,982 (+ 475.19%)
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Attachment 1, Orders of Battle, December 10, 1862
Shortly after taking command, Burnside had reorganized his army in three "grand divisions" of two corps
each - under Sumner, Franklin and Hooker - and a reserve corps, under Sigel. This reorganization greatly
reduced his command problems.
ARMY OF THE POTOMAC
MG Ambrose E. Burnside, US Army, commanding
118,952 Present for Duty strength
RIGHT GRAND DIVISION (Sumner)
31,659 Present for Duty strength
II ARMY CORPS (Couch)

IX ARMY CORPS (Willcox)

First Division (Hancock)
Caldwell
Meagher (Irish Bde)
Zook
Artillery (2 batteries)

First Division (Burns)
Poe
Christ
Leasure
Artillery (2 batteries)

Second Division (Howard)
Sully
Owen
Hall
Artillery (2 batteries)

Second Division (Sturgis)
Nagle
Ferrero
Artillery (4 batteries)

Third Division (French)
Kimball
Palmer
Andrews
Artillery (2 batteries)

Third Division (Getty)
Hawkins
Harland
Artillery (2 batteries)

Artillery Reserve (2 batteries)
Cavalry Division (Pleasonton)
Farnsworth
Gregg
Artillery (1 battery)
CENTER GRAND DIVISION (Hooker)
40,396 Present for Duty strength
III ARMY CORPS (Stoneman)

V ARMY CORPS (Butterfield)

First Division (Birney)
Robinson
Ward
Berry
Artillery (3 batteries)

First Division (Griffin)
Barnes
Sweitzer
Stockton
Artillery (4 batteries)

Second Division (Sickles)
Carr
Hall
Reymon
Artillery (4 batteries)

Second Division (Sykes)
Buchanan
Andrews
Warren
Artillery (2 batteries)

Third Division (Whipple)
Piatt
Carroll
Artillery (3 batteries)

Third Division (Humphreys)
Tyler
Allabach
Artillery (3 batteries)
Cavalry Brigade (Averill)
Artillery (2 batteries)

LEFT GRAND DIVISION (Franklin)
46,897 Present for Duty strength
I ARMY CORPS (Reynolds)

VI ARMY CORPS (Smith)

First Division (Doubleday)
Phelps
Gavin
Rogers
Meredith
Artillery (3 batteries)

First Division (Brooks)
Torbert
Cake
Russell
Artillery (4 batteries)

Second Division (Gibbon)
Root
Lyle
Taylor
Artillery (4 batteries)

Second Division (Howe)
Pratt
Whiting
Vinton
Artillery (4 batteries)

Third Division (Meade)
Sinclair
Magilton
Jackson
Artillery (4 batteries)

Third Division (Newton)
Cochrane
Devens
Rowley
Artillery (3 batteries)
Cavalry Brigade (Bayard)
Artillery (1 battery)

Volunteer Engineer Brigade (Woodbury)
Battalion United States Engineers (Cross)
Artillery Reserve (Hunt) (12 batteries)

Reserve Corps (Sigel)
(en route)
XI Corps (Sigel)

XII (Slocum)

First Division (Stahel)
von Gilsa
McLean

First Division (Williams)
Knipe
Kane
Gordon

Second Division (von Steinwehr)
Muhleck
Smith

Second Division (Geary)
Ruger
Jackson
Greene

Third Division (Schurz)
Schimmelfennig
Krzyzanowski

Artillery (?)

Cavalry Brigade (Beardsley)
Independent Brigade (Milroy)
Artillery (?)

ORDER OF BATTLE ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA
GEN Robert E. Lee, CS Army, commanding
68,578 Present for Duty strength, December 10
I CORPS (Longstreet)
34,886 Present for Duty strength

II CORPS (Jackson)
33,692 Present for Duty strength

McLaws' Division
(7,898)
Kershaw
Barksdale
Cobb
Semmes
Artillery

D. H. Hill's Division
(8,944)
Rodes
Ripley
Colquitt
Iverson)
Ramseur
Artillery

Anderson's Division
(7,639)
Wilcox
Featherston
Mahone
Wright
Perry
Artillery

A. P. Hill's Division
(11,554)
Brockenbrough
Gregg
Thomas
Lane
Archer
Pender
Artillery

Pickett's Division
(7,567)
Garnett
Kemper
Armistead
Jenkins
Corse
Artillery

Ewell's Division (Early)
(7,716)
Lawton
Early (Walker)
Trimble (Hoke)
Hays (First Louisiana)
Artillery

Hood's Division
(7,334)
Law
Anderson
Robertson
Toombs
Artillery (3 batteries)

Jackson's Division (Taliaferro)
(5,005)
Paxton
Jones
Taliaferro (Warren)
Starke's
Artillery

Ransom's Division
(3,855)
Ransom
Cooke
First Corps Artillery (Alexander)
(623)

Reserve Artillery (Pendleton)
Cavalry (Stuart)
Wade
Fitzhugh Lee
W. H. F. Lee
Artillery (Pelham)

Organization and battery counts taken from Fredericksburg Staff Ride Briefing Book, 14-29
Present for Duty figures taken from Alexander, 283-285

Attachment 2
Burnside's Orders to his Grand Division Commanders
(Extracted from the official records)

Headquarters Army of the Potomac
December 11, 1862 - 4:20 a.m.
Maj. Gen E. V. Sumner, Commanding Right Grand Division:
In addition to the verbal orders already given you, I will add the following: Your corps, after crossing,
should be protected by the town and the banks of the river as much as possible until the second corps is
well closed up and in the act of crossing; after which you will move the first corps directly to the front,
with a view to taking the heights that command the Plank road and the Telegraph road, supporting it by
your other corps as soon as you can get it over the river. General Hooker will immediately follow in your
support, and will see that your right flank is not troubled.
General Franklin crosses below, as you are aware, thus protecting your left. The extent of your
movement to the front beyond the heights will be indicated during the engagement.
Please inform me if you propose to change your headquarters before the head of your column reaches
the river, that I may send guides for the roads. I send one with this. If you desire further instructions,
please send word by the orderly.
I have the honor to be, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. E. Burnside Major-General of Volunteers, Commanding

Headquarters Army of the Potomac
December 11, 1862 - 4:45 a.m.
Maj. Gen Joseph Hooker,
Commanding Center Grand Division:
General Sumner is ordered, after crossing the river to move immediately to the front, with a view to
taking the heights commanding the Plank and Telegraph roads. After crossing, you will hold yourself in
readiness to support either his column or General Franklin's which crosses below Deep Run, and will
move down the old Richmond road, in the direction of the railroad. Should we be so fortunate as to
dislodge the enemy, you will hold your command in readiness to pursue by the two roads.
My headquarters will be at the Phillips house, where, if you will send an aide at 8 o'clock, guides will .be
furnished you to lead your column. I will be glad to see you at headquarters before the head of the
column reaches the river.
I have the honor to be, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. E. Burnside Major-General of Volunteers, Commanding

Headquarters Army of the Potomac
December 11, 1862 - 5:15 a.m.
Major-General Franklin, Commanding Left Grand Division:
General Sumner will, after crossing the river, move immediately to the front, with a view to taking the
heights which command the Plank and telegraph roads. I have ordered General Hooker to hold himself
in readiness, as soon as he has crossed the river, to support either General Sumner's column or your
own. After your command has crossed, you will move down the old Richmond road, in the direction of
the railroad, being governed by circumstances as to the extent of your movements. An aide will be sent
to you during your movements.
My headquarters will be at the Phillips house.
I have the honor to be, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. E. Burnside Major-General of Volunteers, Commanding

Attachment 3
Timeline
River Crossing, December 11, 1862

A little review and a bit of catching up as we get close to our next LRT. Note that this timeline should be
taken as an approximation. Some of the times are taken from reports, but even then, different sources
can cite different times for the same event. The others are extrapolated. This timeline is presented
simply to provide a sense of the flow of events.
Situation—
Now that the pontoon bridges were at the front, five bridges must be thrown across the river so the
infantry could cross quickly. The 50th New York Engineers would build three of the bridges – two at the
northern end of Fredericksburg and a third at the lower end. The 15th New York Engineers with throw a
bridge across the river just below Deep Run, while the US Engineer Battalion would build a fifth bridge
next to it. Zook’s brigade (Hancock’s Div/Couch’s II Corps) would support to the upper and middle
bridges; the 10th Pennsylvania Reserves (Jackson’s brigade/Meade’s division/Reynold’s I Corps) and the
2nd US Sharpshooters (attached to Phelps’ brigade/Doubleday’s division/Reynold’s I Corps) would
support the lower two bridges. Hunt’s AOP Artillery Reserve, augmented to a total of 30 batteries
comprising some 147 guns, would support the bridge-building effort
Bridge lengths would be comparable: 400 feet in the town and 420-440 feet south of it. Under favorable
conditions, the experienced engineers could have the ridges ready in about two hours.
Once the bridges were finished, the AOP were to move across as fast as possible, form for attack, and
strike Lee's army on the high ground behind the town. Sumner’s Right Grand Division would cross at the
upper bridges, Hooker’s Center Grand Division on the middle bridge, and Franklin’s Left Grand Division
at the lower bridges.
0100

The moon sets; the engineers immediately set to work in the darkness. Temperature was 24°F
with high humidity. A thick fog would develop towards dawn.

0200

Hunt’s 30 batteries (147 guns) are deployed and ready for action.
Barksdale messages McLaws (his division commander) that the enemy is preparing to lay the
bridges.

0300

Men of the 17th Mississippi report they can hear Union soldiers launching pontoon boats and
laying down the planks.

0400

Barksdale orders the 17th and 18th Mississippi to bring all elements forward to the river.

0430

Barksdale messages McLaws that the bridges are being constructed, and his men would open
fire on the engineers as soon as they are in range.

0500

McLaws orders two cannons to fire one shot each, the signal for Lee’s army to concentrate.

0515

The 17th Mississippi fires its first volley into the engineers.

0630

Construction on the two lower bridges begins (15th New York Engineers and the US Engineer Bn).

0715

Sunrise.

1000

The 50th New York Engineers’ latest attempt to construct the upper and middle pontoon
bridges driven back by Confederate fire.

1100

Both lower bridges complete and ready for infantry and artillery to cross.

1200

Longstreet notifies McLaws that Confederate dispositions along the Heights are complete, and
the Mississippians in the town could be withdrawn. Barksdale decides to continue to contest the
river crossing.

1230

Hunt, with an additional 36 light Napoleons bringing the number of guns in support of the
crossing to 183, begins a two-hour bombardment of Fredericksburg. Bridging efforts continue.

1500

Hunt orders another 30-minute barrage along the riverfront to cover the amphibious assault
across the river.

1530

Elements of the 7th Michigan (Hall’s brigade/Howard/II Corps) boards boats at the upper bridge
site and the 89th New York (Hawkins’ brigade/Getty/II Corps) at the middle bridge site; the 17th
Mississippi immediately opens fire.

1600

The bridgeheads are established, and reinforcements start across – the 19th Massachusetts
(Hall’s brigade) and the 46th New York (Christ’s brigade/Burns/IX Corps), respectively, taking
some three or four boat trips per regiment. As pontoon boats are freed up, bridgebuilding
resumes.
Franklin finally receives orders to move his Left Grand Division across the river, but the order is
subsequently changed – Burnside wants only one brigade to cross to “insure the safety of the
bridges.”

1700

One of the upper bridges is complete, as is the middle bridge.

1720

EECT; darkness sets in.

1900

After hours of sustained, heavy street-to-street fighting, McLaws orders Barksdale to withdraw.

2100

Union attacks subside, which gives Barksdale his opportunity to break contact and withdraw to
Marye’s Heights.

2200

Barksdale’s withdrawal from Fredericksburg is complete.

It is important to note that the southern bridges were complete by 11:00am. Elements of Barksdale’s
18th Mississippi opposed the bridging operations, but without success. The terrain at the middle site
comprised open fields with fewer natural defensive positions, and the regimental commander did not
order his men to construct any defensive positions. Fortunately for the Confederates, when the bridges

were complete, Franklin pushed nothing across. He asked Burnside for permission to cross and then
move on Fredericksburg from the South. Burnside, though, worried the Federals could be cut off from
reinforcements. He told Franklin to wait until the bridges in the city were finished. Burnside’s order
finally arrived around until 4:00pm, some five hours later. The order was to move the Left Grand
Division across the river, but the order was quickly changed. The final order froze the Left Grand Division
in place. Only one brigade was to cross for security.
Thus, the day ended with a toehold in the south and a lodgment in the city.
Burnside brought most of his army across on December 12 but dithered in his planning for an attack.
The plan would finally coalesce that evening. Recognizing the defensive strength of Longstreet’s position
on and in front of Marye’s Heights, Burnside decided Franklin’s Left Grand Division would attack on the
morning of December 13 to carry Prospect Hill and turn Lee’s right flank. Franklin and his two corps
commanders, John Reynolds and William “Baldy” Smith, agreed.
The problem is that it took Burnside 24 hours to decide upon this course of action, which meant Lee had
had some 48 hours (December 11 and 12) to consolidate and prepare for an assault. Jackson’s first two
divisions did not arrive on the battlefield until December 12, and his other two divisions on the morning
of December 13, just before Franklin finally launched his assault. Up until Jackson’s divisions started
arriving on December 12, the Confederate right was held only by John Bell Hood’s division (Longstreet’s
corps) of some 7,300 men versus Franklin’s 40,000 men. As Jackson's divisions arrived, Longstreet could
contract his lines. He would still be stretched over some six miles, but he would be occupying strong
defensive terrain. Jackson's front was about two miles and while the defensive advantage of the terrain
was less, he was able to stack his divisions, some 38,000 men, in depth. In short, on December 12,
before Jackson’s corps came into play, Burnside missed an opportunity to attack the more vulnerable
portion of the Confederate line before it became the strongest portion.
Burnside met with Franklin, Smith, Reynolds, and their staffs in the late afternoon and evening of
December 12 to lay out the plan. When they returned to their units to begin their planning, Burnside
promised to provide written orders forthwith.
Thursday evening, we’ll pick up the discussion here. There is a lot to cover, so we’ll move through it
quickly. See you then. --Emil

Attachment 4
Timeline
Prospect Hill, December 13, 1862
Situation— [Blue & Gray Map, Deployment of Armies, December 13, 1862]
December 12 had been spent bringing Franklin’s Left Grand Division across the southern crossing point.
It stretched from Deep Run (with Brooks’ division/VI Corps on the right, linking with I Corps/Right Grand
Division) southeast to anchor on the river north of Hamilton’s Crossing (with Doubleday’s division/I
Corps on the left). To better ensure support for the Right and Left Grand Divisions, Burnside ordered
Couch (II Corps) to construct another, third bridge at the lower crossing point. Confederate fire calls
them to seek cease work during the day. Work resumed on the bridge after dark, and it was completed
prior to sunrise.
Lee had worried that the buildup across from Fredericksburg had been a strong feint and expected the
real attack would be at Skinker’s Neck or even Port Royal. On dawn on December 12, accompanied by
Longstreet and Stuart, Lee observed the Federal buildup. Hedging his bet, so to speak, he ordered
Jackson to shift A. P. Hill’s and Taliaferro’s division northwestward to link up with Longstreet’s corps, but
keep Early’s and D. H. Hill’s divisions where they were. Later, around noon, with the fog lifting, Lee
visited Jackson, and the two went forward to observe Federal movements around the lower crossing
site. They became convinced that the crossings were not a feint, and Lee ordered Jackson to bring up
the rest of his corps.
A.P. Hill’s and Taliaferro’s division were in their new positions that morning, but due to a
misunderstanding, Early’s and D. H. Hill’s divisions did not start until that evening. They got into their
new positions early morning of December 13.
Burnside had brought most of his army across on December 12 but was slow in his planning for an
attack. The plan would finally coalesce that evening when he met with Franklin, Smith, Reynolds, and
their staffs.
Franklin recognized the defensive strength of Longstreet’s position on and in front of Marye’s Heights
and concluded these defenses his sector were weaker than Sumner’s to his right. He could see the
Confederate right was anchored on Prospect Hill, essentially a low ridge, certainly less daunting than
Marye’s Heights. There also was room to maneuver around Prospect Hill whereas the Confederate left
was anchored on the Rappahannock just above Fredericksburg (at Taylor’s Hill and Falmouth Dam). He
saw that outflanking Prospect Hill provided the possibility of rolling up the entire Confederate position.
Franklin recommended a fast strike against Prospect Hill the next morning, but with caveats:
• the attack must begin before dawn so his men could cross the open ground without excessive
casualties, and
• sizeable reinforcements from Hooker’s Center Grand Division were needed to guard the bridges.

Burnside agreed and promised that orders to this effect would be forthcoming.
The problem is that it took Burnside all day to decide upon this course of action, which meant that by
the morning of December 13 Lee would have had some 48 hours (December 11 and 12) to consolidate
and prepare for an assault.
• Jackson’s first two divisions did not arrive onto the battlefield until December 12, and his other
two divisions until the morning of December 13, just before Franklin finally launched his assault.
• Up until Jackson’s divisions started arriving on December 12, the Confederate right was held
only by John Bell Hood’s division (Longstreet’s corps) of some 7,300 men versus Franklin’s
40,000 men.
• As Jackson's divisions arrived, Longstreet could contract his lines. He would still be stretched
over some six miles, but he would be occupying strong defensive terrain. Jackson's front was
about two miles and while the defensive advantage of the terrain was less, he was able to stack
his divisions some 38,000 men in depth.
In short, on December 12, before Jackson’s corps came into play, Burnside missed an opportunity to
attack the more vulnerable portion of the Confederate line before it became the strongest portion.
The Attack
0649

BMCT

0716

Sunrise.

0730

Having expected them hours earlier, Burnside’s written orders to Franklin finally arrive. The
messenger, Brig. General James A. Hardie, had started on his way at 6:00am but found his going
difficult. Franklin had been awake most of the night awaiting the orders and was exhausted and
stressed by the time they finally arrived.
Franklin had expected the orders hours earlier with an eye towards starting the attack at before
dawn. As he had understood during the meeting, he was to launch a massive assault against the
Confederate right with the goal of decisively turning that flank. Burnside’s orders, though,
seemed to suggest something different: a reconnaissance in force with “at least one division”
while holding the bulk of his force “in position for a rapid movement down the old Richmond
road…”
Adding to the confusion, Burnside's and Franklin’s maps were not identical, which led to what
Franklin perceived as a disconnect between the previous evening’s plan and what Burnside’s
written orders seemed to be directing.
Another point of confusion was Burnside directing Franklin to use “a division at least.“ Franklin
had upwards of 60,000 men available, certainly capable of the turning maneuver he and his
corps commanders had discussed with Burnside the previous evening. Why, then, send only a
division-plus?

On its face, the obvious thing to do would have been to seek clarification, however, he was
worried about lost time (the sun was already up) and lost fog cover. Franklin decided to conduct
a reconnaissance in force rather than a sweeping full-scale assault. He ordered Reynolds to pick
a division and make the attack. Reynolds chose Meade’s division.
0800

Reynolds begins moving his divisions into their attack positions. Meade would make the main
effort, with Gibbon supporting on the right and Doubleday on the left.

1000

While Meade moved his brigades into their positions, Pelham (Stuart’s horse artillery
commander) moved one 12-pounder Napoleon gun to a firing position in front of Hamilton’s
Crossing near Old Richmond Road, squarely on Meade’s left flank and opens fire.
A lopsided battle ensued as Federal batteries, one after the other, shifted to engage Pelham’s
lone gun (later reinforced by Stuart by one more gun). He withdrew after a bit over an hour.
Meade’s attack was delayed for that hour, and Doubleday’s division slid into a defensive
position on Meade’s left – a position it maintained for most of the day.

11:30 Following a preparatory barrage that was generally ineffective (most of the rounds flew over the
Confederates’ heads, although they did kill a substantial number of horses behind the front line
– many veterans came call Prospect Hill “Dead Horse Hill”), Meade begins his attack.
Note that almost half of the day’s light was behind them now. Had it not been for the delay in
receiving confusing orders and Pelham’s initiative, which is considered by some to be one of the
most remarkable artillery duels of the war – Meade’s attack should have started at least two
hours earlier than it did. Would it have mattered in the end?
[Staff Ride Map 4]
1200

Meade advanced with two brigades abreast (Jackson on the left and Sinclair on the right) and
one brigade about 300 yards behind (Magilton, behind Sinclair). Gibbon advanced on Meade’s
right with two brigades (Taylor’s in the lead, Lyle’s about 100 yards behind). Doubleday stayed
put.

1230

The Confederates remain quiet for several minutes until Union get closer then open up with
artillery so intense that Meade paused the advance. Union provide counter-fire.

1300

Meade resumes the advance, but Gibbon stayed in place. Sinclair’s brigade, with Magilton’s
following, is moving through a marshy gap in the Confederate lines (A.P. Hill’s division, with
Lane’ and Archer’s brigades straddling the gap, with Gregg’s brigade some 350-400 back from
the exposed middle). Confederate artillery continues to fire, but Archer’s brigade holds its fire
until the Federals reach the railroad. When they do fire, it’s devastating. Lane’s brigade,
opposite Gibbon’s division, is not yet threatened.

1330

Sinclair’s brigade crosses the railroad and advances against Gregg’s right. Inexplicably, Gregg’s
brigade is surprised and is pushed back to its left (Sinclair’s right).

Meade’s division has punched a hole in A.P. Hill’s line and is routing Confederate troops on
either side of the penetration. Meade realizes his division is exposed and calls for Gibbon’s
division to aid him. (Gibbon later explained that his orders were to support Meade, not to
charge with him.)
Magilton’s brigade moves into the growing gap to Sinclair’s left and engages Archer’s brigade.
Archer can’t hold and pulls back.
Gibbon’s division, with Taylor’s brigade leading, followed by Lyle’s, finally advances, but bogs
down near the railroad.
Taylor’s brigade continues the attack; Roots brigade relieves Lyle’s and, with Taylor, pushes
across the railroad. Lane falls back towards Pender’s brigade (A. P. Hill’s division).
Gibbon has reached the railroad, but his men are too disordered to continue up the hill.
1400

Meade’s and Gibbon’s divisions had broken A. P. Hill’s line but were spent. They could not
continue. Smith’s VI Corps was “glued to its position on the right of I Corps.” (Gottfried 16)
Meade asked Stoneman (III Corps/Hooker’s Center Grand Division) for help. He received three
regiments plus some other units rounded up behind the front line.
Early’s division comes to A. P. Hill’s rescue.

1430

Meade’s and Gibbon’s brigades retreat back across the railroad. The Confederate’s line is
restored.
In the course of this battle, Pender is wounded and COL Alfred Scales, 13th North Carolina
temporarily takes command of the brigade. Any relation?

1500

Fighting continued between reinforcements arriving on both sides (Hoke’s and Atkinson’s
[Lawton’s] brigades from Early’s division and Birney’s division from Stoneman’s III Corps
chopped to support Meade), but the battle on this end of the line had been settled by the
defeat of Meade’s attack.

[Staff Ride Map 5]
By midafternoon, both sides were back more or less to their starting lines that morning. There was some
fighting towards the center of the line between elements of Brooks’ and Howe’s division (VI Corps) and
Hood’s division as the afternoon wore on, and Jackson even began preparing a night counter-attack with
his full corps against the Federal left that evening until dissuaded by Federal artillery fire.
What began with so much promise concluded in bitter tactical defeat. Knowing how far his men had
driven into the enemy lines, Meade was especially upset about the set back. He and his command had
done everything that had been asked of them. In his mind, all he had needed to carry the day was timely
reinforcements, but they did not arrive in time or insufficient number. Given the return of D. H. Hill’s
division, it is doubtful that even if Gibbon’s men had kept pace with Meade’s or if Birney’s men had
arrived sooner or attacked immediately behind Meade’s division the final outcome would have been
much different.

Attachment 5
Timeline
Marye’s Heights, December 13, 1862
Note that this timeline should be taken as an approximation. Some of the times are taken from reports,
but even then, different sources can cite different times for the same event. The others are
extrapolated. This timeline is presented simply to provide a sense of the flow of events.
Situation— [Gottfried Map 13.1]
Burnside had decided upon a frontal assault against Lee’s left and right, with the main thrust against
Jackson and more of a holding action against Longstreet.
All of Sumner’s Right Grand Division crossed the upper and middle crossings on December 12 and
bivouacked in the streets of Fredericksburg. Forces on both sides are depicted on Gottfried 13.1.
•

•

“Heavy skirmishing was kept up” between the advance units of both sides while most of McLaws’ men
“were employed in fortifying their positions and preparing for the coming assaults.” (Battles and Leaders
III, 89)
The night of December 12/13 was cold and soggy for the bivouacked men, and “bivouac” is a bit of
misnomer since the men were so crowded into the streets that most could not get comfortable. Not much
sleep was gained that night. (Ural) It would reach near 60° that afternoon.

Most of the fighting would it involve assaults toward a four-foot Stonewall running along the partially
sunken Telegraph Rd. The defenders had a 300-500-yard by 1,000-yard field of fire (the kill zone) across
mostly open ground. Other than a few buildings, fences, and swales, there was nothing to protect
attacking infantry. The Confederates had about 2,000 men securely ensconced behind the wall and
thousands more ready to provide support. Up the hill, some 30 artillery pieces ringed Marye’s Heights.
•

•

Alexander was charged with laying out where the guns, their firing positions, and their fortifications
should be. This was the first time that artillery would fight under the cover of dirt according to one of the
staff officers, a man named Armistead Long. Alexander surprised his corps commander, Longstreet when
he posted only the nine guns of the New Orleans Washington Artillery on the hill above the road
(Alexander 303; see Gottfried 13.4). When Longstreet suggested that they should use a lot more,
Alexander assured him that the fields of fire were perfect. Alexander continued to say, “When I open fire,
a chicken could not survive.” (O’Reilly, C-SPAN)
Alexander also surprised Lee and the others when he elected to push his guns so far forward onto the
crest of Marye’s Heights they relied on the gun pits or the dirt to protect those guns because they would
be silhouetted against the skyline. Lee was upset prior to the battle. He lambasted the engineers for
putting the guns in the wrong place. In fact, one of the engineers ran for Alexander and said, “The old
man is in an upset, and you need to come and take yours.” Before Alexander could explain his theory, Lee
preempted him by telling him, “Colonel Alexander, this is all wrong. They've put everything in the wrong
place. This is wrong, sir,” and then dismissively walked away. As the engineers attempted to move their
equipment, Alexander assured them that they needed to stay where they were and complete the work.
He would be responsible. In the end, that was a wise and sage choice.

o

After the battle, Alexander found himself sitting on a log right next to Lee. Young and impulsive,
he nudged Lee and just quietly said, “You know, I was right.” He said at that point, Lee abruptly
stood up and walked away without addressing him. Alexander was mortified that he had upset
Lee and destroyed his career perhaps. But in fact, Alexander was an up-and-coming man, and
from that moment on, Alexander was given every single difficult and sensitive operation even
though he was not the senior artillerist in Longstreet’s corps. He was a visionary who had great
skill and a keen eye. Lee appreciated it. (O’Reilly, C-SPAN)

Couch/II Corps decided that since Howard’s division had led into the town, it was proper for another
division to lead this attack. He tagged French’s division for the attack. French decided that Kimball’s
“Gibraltar” brigade, augmented by a regiment from Andrew’s brigade, would lead.
The Attack [Gottfried Map 13.4]
1100

French’s division begins moving out of Fredericksburg via Hanover and Prussia Streets. Kimball's
brigade was in front, followed at 200-yard intervals by Andrews’ brigade and then Palmer’s
brigade. Kimball's brigade crossed the spillway at the bridges and deployed under cover of the
rise of ground about midway between the edge of town and the foot of the Heights.

[Gottfried Map 13.9]
1210 Kimball’s brigade begins its assault. Burnside’s concept had been that Kimball’s brigade would
push forward quickly after the retreating Confederate skirmish line and, when that skirmish line
entered Cobb’s line at the base of Marye’s Heights, be right behind them. Kimble's men were
too “enter their breastworks simultaneously with them,” using the retreating Confederate
skirmishers as a shield. The brigade would then charge and force the enemy from the heights.
Bold, decisive, quick action. What could go wrong?
• The mill millrace – some 5 feet deep and 15 feet wide, lined by boards and rocks –
would be a difficult obstruction to cross quickly in good order. It turned out that the
Confederates removed the floorboards, leaving only the naked stringers in place.
• Three bridges spanned the millrace. Each would be defended.
• After driving the Confederate skirmishers away from the millrace, some 400 yards of
open terrain with four stout fences awaited the next stage of the advance to reach the
base of Heights.
Kimball’s lead elements came under intense rifle and artillery fire as soon as they emerged from
the town.
1300

Kimball’s attack has stalled. French advances Andrew’s brigade next, followed in turn by
Palmer’s brigade. None advance further than the swale where Kimball’s brigade has halted.
French’s assault has failed, leaving some 1,160 dead, wounded, and missing on the field along
with the rest of the division sheltering in place.

Hancock’s division takes up the attack, with Zook’s brigade leading. Meagher’s Irish brigade
would follow, then Caldwell. With that, Hancock’s attack has failed. His division loses more than
2,000 men – some 36% of the total engaged.
•

There were Irishmen in Cobb’s brigade, and likely some disliked firing on fellow Irishmen, but no
one failed to do so. 24th Georgia/Irish-born Colonel Robert McMillan, when he recognized the
green banner in the flag of the Irish brigade, yelled at his men, “That’s Meagher’s brigade! Give it
to them now, boys; now’s the time, give it to them!” And they did. (Ural, C-SPAN, 32:00)

Couch’s II Corps has now lost two of its divisions, only Howard’s division remains. Howard’s lead
brigade, Owen’s, begins its attack. It, too, grinds to a halt at the swale. Owen’s brigade was
followed by Hall’s brigade, down to some 800 men after the fighting on December 11. They
surge forward twice but fail. Howard’s last brigade, Sully’s, takes up supporting positions in the
outskirts of town immediately behind the remnants of Owen’s and Hall’s brigades. Howard’s
attack has failed. His division loses more than 900 men. With this, Couch’s II Corps efforts
ended.
And so it went through the afternoon.
IX Corps is up next with Sturgis’ division’s two brigades: Ferrero then Nagle.
V Corps follows with Griffin’s division (Barnes, Sweitzer, and Stockton’s brigades in that order).
Then Buchanan’s and Andrews’ brigades from Sykes’ division (Warren’s brigade is not
committed to the assault), followed by Humphrey’s two brigades (Tyler and Allabach).
[Gottfried Map 19.3]
As evening came on, Hawkins’ brigade from Getty’s division (IX Corps) attacked on the left, along the
unfinished railroad. It got closest of all to the sunken road, within about 50 yards, before it’s
attack ground to a halt.
•
•

It’s reported that some unit that day got as close as 25 yards.
Note that Gottfried used 47 maps to depict the whole series of attacks.

Add various times during the afternoon, Confederate reinforcements were fed into the sunken
road and atop Marye’s Heights as support.
1900

Harland’s brigade (Getty’s division) was to be next, but by now it was fully dark, and Burnside
ended the attacks against Marye’s Heights.
•

“The last charge was made after sundown – in fact, it was already dark in the valley. A federal
officer who was in that assault told me that the first discharge at them was a volley, and the
bullets went over their heads ‘in sheets,’ and that his command was ordered to lie down and did
lie down for a full half-hour and then retired, leaving a large number of killed or wounded. The
firing ceased as darkness increased, and about 7 PM the pickets of their opposing forces were
posted within a short distance of each other, my pickets reporting noises as of movements of
large bodies of troops in the city. Thus ended the battle.” (Battles and Leaders III, 93)

Eighteen brigades had tried and failed. It was a slaughter. Several brigade commanders on both sides
were killed and wounded. Many of the survivors remained on the field until well into the night when in
groups or by units they withdrew into the town. Some were relieved by fresh units.

•

SGT Richard Kirkland, 2nd South Carolina, "The Angel of Marye's Heights" (KIA Chickamauga).

Both armies spent the night of December 13/14 reforming their units and lines and making plans for the
next day. Burnside, following a council of war with his senior commanders, decided to renew the attack
at 10:00am December 14. Nobody’s heart was in it, in the event, not even Burnside’s. As the time
approached, with heavy fog again present and a 40°F temperature made to feel even colder by high
winds, not a man was ordered forward.
Burnside’s reticence was to the AOP’s good fortune. Lee anticipated a renewed attack and had put his
men to work strengthening their already powerful defenses. The sounds of their axes and spades were
clearly heard by the Union troops.
Much of December 14 and 15 were spent by both sides caring for their wounded and burying their dead.
Burial parties continued combing the battlefield on December 16 and even into December 17. Prisoners
were exchanged, as well.
Burnside spent much of December 15 on the west side of the river conferring with his troops and
pondering his options. Sometime that day, he decided it would be folly to continue the fight and order
his army to re-cross the river after dark. By 2:00am on December 16, the last of VI Corps had crossed to
the east bank, the bridges were disassembled, and the Battle of Fredericksburg was officially at an end.
The battle was the single most lopsided defeat of the Union Army in the war and was a disaster for
Burnside and the AOP. He lost a total of approximately 12,650 men – some 1,280 dead, 9,600 wounded,
and 1,770 missing and captured. Of these, the National Park Service reports that almost two-thirds fell in
front of the stone wall. (Battle of Fredericksburg History: Marye's Heights - Fredericksburg &
Spotsylvania National Military Park (U.S. National Park Service) (nps.gov)) Lee’s AoNV, having fought
almost entirely on the defensive, had lost some 5,370 – 600 killed, 4,100 wounded, and 670 missing and
captured.
The South rejoiced; recrimination and blame was rampant in the North, much of it pointed at President
Lincoln. Burnside was relieved of command of the AOP a month later, after the Mud March, but was
retained on active duty. Hooker assumed command of the AOP. Meade assumed command of V Corps.
The AOP settled in around Falmouth until Hooker began his campaign that would lead the AOP to
Chancellorsville. Sumner requested to be relieved of command. He was reassigned to the Department of
the Ohio but died while in transit. Franklin, too, resigned his command. His next assignment was in the
Department of the Gulf in New Orleans in September 1863. He held mediocre assignments for the rest
of the war.

Attachment 6 – Study Questions (Master)
1. What was the Dare Line?
The Rappahannock River
2. Why did Burnside cross the Rappahannock at Fredericksburg instead of over one or more fords
above Fredericksburg or in the vicinity of Skinker’s Neck below the city? (Mackowski 4)
Even if the weather held – no sure thing at this time of year – the fords presented
disadvantages. Although shallow above the fall line, the river had an extremely rocky bed just
north of town. Those rocks would have made it impossible for anything dependent on a horse to
cross the river: artillery, supply wagons, cavalry, or even officers’ mounts. Numerous fords of
varying quality were located farther upriver, but the army would have to traverse both the
Rappahannock and the Rapidan, and Lee could potentially contest both actions. Burnside
explored the fords but determined that Confederate resistance would make any up-river
crossing costly.
As to Skinker’s Neck, Burnside believed Lee expected him to cross here and was preparing to
position the AoNV accordingly. Burnside concluded that the river in front of Fredericksburg
would be less rigorously defended.
3. Right up until December 12, Lee deployed half of Barksdale’s brigade (the 17th and 18th
Mississippi Inf) in Fredericksburg tight on the riverbank, but otherwise kept his forces in
defensive positions farther back from river’s edge, strung out from Taylor’s Hill down to Port
Royal [Gottfried 49]. Why did Lee not more vigorously try to prevent Burnside's forces from
crossing the Rappahannock in and near Fredericksburg? Mackowski (5, Gottfried 76)
•

When he chose Fredericksburg, Lee initially determined he would resist Burnside at the
outset. How to do that, though, remained a tactical decision yet to be made. If Lee
contested any crossing at the outset, Burnside might call it off and try his luck elsewhere. In
the longer term, time was on Lee’s side because ongoing delays would eventually force
Burnside into winter quarters, but in the more immediate term, the uncertainty of
Burnside's intentions imposed continual strain on Lee and prevented him from formulating
the strongest possible response. Paradoxically, then, in order to figure out where Burnside
was going to cross, Lee would have to let him do so.

•

The matter was settled by Burnside’s crossing on December 11.

•

The Confederate pickets received orders to allow Federal bridge builders to get well
underway with their work thus committing the US troops to a particular course of action
before any Confederates started firing. The signal was to be two artillery guns fired in quick
succession.

4. How did the weather impact Burnside’s battleplan?
It was typical late fall weather for the area. Partly cloudy skies, morning fog, overnight lows in
the mid- to upper-20s; highs in the upper 50s to low 60s. Fog was the key element favoring
Burnside’s river-crossing. It visually masked prep and movements, although it could not mask
the noise. So, while the fog did not conceal the fact the prep and actual bridging was in process,
it obscured sight detail. There was some rain, but not as much in the middle of December as
Burnside had feared. His fears were realized, however, in January during his abortive attempt to
turn the Confederate left via fords on the Rappahannock and the Rapidan, what came to be
known as the Mud March.
5. On what assumption was Burnside's battle plan based? Was the battle effectively lost when
developments rendered this assumption invalid? (Mackowski 7, Gottfried 46)
Burnside had expected the bridges to be built in two or three hours after they were unloaded,
i.e., about daylight or very shortly thereafter. Instead, Barksdale’s vigorous defense in spite of
Federal countermeasures wound up delaying the bridging operation opposite Fredericksburg for
most of the day. This delay robbed Burnside’s strategy of its only merit. It had been his hope to
find Lee's army somewhat dispersed as indeed it had been, but the delay allowed Lee to
consolidate once the mail crossing points were identified.
6. Burnside attempted three bridging attempts simultaneously: a pair of bridges on the north side
of town, a single bridge on the south side, and another pair of bridges about a mile south of the
town. Which crossing was the first to succeed? How was it exploited by Burnside?
The southern crossing point was the first in operation; bridges there were completed by
11:00am. Burnside failed to exploit the success of this bridging operation. Franklin asked
Burnside for permission to put his troops across and then move on Fredericksburg from the
south, outflanking the Confederates contesting the other bridges. Burnside, though, worried
that Franklin’s troops would be cut off from reinforcements and told Franklin to wait until the
bridges in the city were finished. Thus, the AOP ended up having to fight its way across the
upper and middle pontoon crossings and then spend hours fighting for the city. Howard, whose
men would find themselves embroiled in that fight, later said, “Lee, who could hardly before this
have dreamed of our crossing in this direct front, must have smiled at our folly.”
7. What were the benefits to Lee of Barksdale’s extended resistance to the river crossing at the
city? (Mackowski 6)
Barksdale’s decision to contest the city itself after receiving Longstreet's approval to withdraw
to Marye's Heights served to disrupt Burnside's timetable -- Sumner was delayed all day fighting
for the city, which in turn meant Burnside's planned sweeping advance by Hooker and Franklin

that day had to be scrapped. How successful that planned advance would have been is
speculation, but Barksdale’s resistance contributed mightily to Lee's ultimate victory as
evidenced by Longstreet's praise of Barksdale after the battle.
As to his tactics being typical of units like the 1st US Sharpshooters (which participated in the
battle, along with the 2nd US Sharpshooters and some state sharpshooter companies),
Barksdale's brigade had neither trained for nor operated in the fashion they did in
Fredericksburg. Presumably Barksdale, et al, were well aware of the US Sharpshooter tactics, but
lack of training and battlefield experience made his use of his brigade in this fashion quite risky.
Note also that no one on either side had practiced anything like urban combat, which took
Barksdale’s fight, including the stand on river’s edge, to a whole new level.
Barksdale’s purpose was to continue to delay, to retard, and to embarrass the Union advance
into Fredericksburg and beyond. He made sure that Burnside was not able to move through the
city swiftly on December 11 and strike at Marye’s Heights before the Confederates could
concentrate their forces. In fact, it wouldn't be until December 13 that the Union army would be
massed and ready for battle, but by that point Lee was also massed and ready for battle. There
were 78,000 Confederates waiting outside the city to receive them.
8. What opportunity did Burnside fail to pursue on December 12? (Gottfried 78)
The southern end became the key to the battlefield for the simple reason that it was the
southern end. If the Federals could take that away from Stonewall Jackson, they could interdict
between Richmond and Richmond’s defenders and prevent Lee from retreating southward.
The whole of December 12 was occupied with crossing two grand divisions. Sumner crossed the
II and IX Corps by the upper bridges and occupied the town. Franklin crossed I and VI Corps by
the lower bridges and occupied the plain as far out as the Old Richmond Road.
Once the crossings were completed, though, Burnside seemed to have no plan for what to do
next. Throughout the rest of the day and even into that night, Burnside was vacillating. He
crossed the river to look at Confederate positions and conferred with various subordinates. He
authorized Franklin to build a third pontoon bridge on the lower crossing site. He ordered Couch
(II Corps, Sumner’s grand division) to shift left to support Franklin, then countermanded the
order. He was showing a lot of activity, but it was marred with indecision.
Eventually Burnside formulated a plan. The problem is that it took Burnside 24 hours to decide
upon this course of action, which meant Lee had had some 48 hours (December 11 and 12) to
consolidate and prepare for an assault.

In short, on December 12, before Jackson’s corps came into play, Burnside missed an
opportunity to attack the more vulnerable portion of the Confederate line, rather than, as it
would eventuate, the strongest portion.
9. What was the confusion surrounding Franklin’s attack on Prospect Hill on December 13?
(Mackowski 8)
Confusing orders from Burnside, and Franklin’s failure to seek clarification. Differences in the
maps used by Burnside and by Franklin exacerbated the confusion.
10. What impact on the battle did Major John Pelham and his horse artillery have? (Mackowski 9)
Harassed Franklin’s left flank leading Doubleday to reorient his division to guard the left flank,
which meant it didn’t support Meade’s attack.
11. What was Hunt’s relationship and interface with Burnside, and how did it affect Burnside’s
battle plan?
Hunt was the AOP chief of artillery. He massed his fires in support of the river crossings. While
Hunt did not favor the blanket bombardment of the town at midday, he organized and
implemented the subsequent plan to get across the Rappahannock on December 11. The
massing of the guns to support the crossing were for only that purpose. On December 12 and
13, many of the batteries “loaned’ to Hunt by various division commanders to supplement the
Artillery Reserve and its massing of fires to support the river crossings were returned to their
parent divisions, thus weakening centralized control of the artillery for the remainder of the
battle.
12. Why did Meade’s attack fail? (Mackowski 10)
Failure of Gibbon and Doubleday to effectively support Meade’s assault, coupled with Early’s
intervention. This can be attributed to lack of effective battle control by Franklin and by I Corps
commander, Reynolds.
13. Describe the command vacuum that developed with the Left Grand Division. (Mackowski 11 and
12)
With all three of his divisions committed, what Reynolds did next is befuddling, if not totally a
surprise, given his nature and background: Reynolds essentially took himself out of corps
command and, presumably driven by his own artillery background, began directing his artillery.
He lost awareness of his corps’ situation. This took his attention away from the battlefield, thus
losing sight of the larger battle at a critical juncture.

As Meade’s assault began to lose its momentum and his units began to lose their cohesion, he
(Meade) did his best to continue managing the action. But he knew he needed help – his men
would not be able to hold what they had gained without support. He dispatched staff officers to
both Gibbon on his right and Birney in his rear urging an advance to his support.
Birney did not respond to Meade’s request. The corps commander, Reynolds, had himself
dictated this division’s position, and Birney would not accept contradictory orders from one of
Reynolds subordinates. Meade, understandably, was infuriated. Apparently, he attempted to
contact Reynolds, but Reynolds was nowhere to be found. Birney explained to Meade that he
had sought permission from Franklin, but Franklin was not to be found either. Meade pulled
rank and claimed responsibility for ordering Birney’s division forward.
The command vacuum cannot be fully blamed on Reynolds, although his absence was the one
most keenly felt. Burnside received a string of telegrams throughout the day from Hardie but
never sent any in return. Franklin bunkered in his Mansfield headquarters as though waiting for
preordained bad news. III Corps commander Stoneman, who had several of his division stripped
from him for various assignments, stalked the area around Franklin’s headquarters like a
commander without a command, which he literally was for most of the day.
Meade later reflected, “The more I think of that battle, The more annoyed I am that such a great
chance should have failed me. The slightest straw almost would have kept the tide in our favor.”
14. The movement and details of the Union offensive plan at Fredericksburg seemed to be
understood by all senior commanders; the Union force had a preponderance of manpower and
artillery; a bridgehead had been established on the enemy side of the river and initial objectives
secured. Why did the Burnside decide to withdraw his army back across the river instead of
continuing his offensive? (Mackowski 13)
Even though a plan to resume the attack on Marye’s Heights was planned for the morning of
December 15, no orders to begin the attack were issued. After the failures of December 11 and
particularly December 13, Burnside and many of his senior commanders had lost heart.
15. Why did Lee not launch a counteroffensive? (Mackowski 14)
As December 14 dawned with another foggy morning, Lee expected a renewal of the Union
attack. Sometime in the late hours of December 13, some of his troops had captured a Union
courier who, according to Longstreet, carried “a memorandum of the purpose of General
Burnside for renewing the battle against Marye’s Hill in the morning.” But as the fog burned
away and the Union force remained in place, Lee began to wonder what they were up to. So,
they waited, but the whole day passed without anything serious anywhere along the line.

Believing the Federals might still resume their attack, Lee decided against losing the advantage
of his position and exposing his troops to the fire of Burnside’s inaccessible batteries beyond the
river.
16. What was the Mud March all about?
Burnside watched for an opportunity to reverse his fate. He found a glimmer of hope: in
addition to the unseasonably warm weather, reports indicated that Federal actions in the
Carolinas had forced Lee to send some of his army south. These circumstances seemed to offer
the opportunity to strike at Lee. On January 20, 1863, the AOP was on the move again.
The plan was simple: a lightning-fast dash to the west of Fredericksburg where Burnside hoped
to cross the Rappahannock at Banks’ Ford, placing his army directly in Lee's rear. Additional
troops would provide a decoy at the same river crossings across from Fredericksburg the AOP
had used one month before.
As the sun set on January 20, all had gone according to plan. The army had moved into place
swiftly, and the morale of the rank and file lifted. Lee had not yet shifted his forces, and
Burnside estimated that the quick march had put the Army of the Potomac 48 hours ahead of
the Confederates. Around 2100 that evening, however, it began to rain with a force that
increased every hour.
The rain continued all night and into the morning of January 21. Federal camps and roads turned
to mud pits overnight. The poor condition of the roads caused delays and officers scrambled to
figure out a way to continue the operation. Burnside, obstinate, ordered the army to march on
even as the rain continued to fall in sheets upon his men. The march proved to be beyond
miserable. The flow of men, animals, and wagons turned roads into soup. Regiments were
forced to stop and rest every 100 yards just from the effort of walking through the mud. Wagons
and cannon sank to their axles and were abandoned as not even the efforts of a dozen horses
could move them.
As day came to an end, a poor omen appeared on the banks of the Rappahannock opposite the
site Burnside had planned to cross: campfires of the Confederate Army of Northern Virginia. On
the morning of January 22 it became clear that Burnside had again lost a race to Lee.
Burnside ordered the army to return to their original camps. The retreat began on the 23rd.
Fortunately for the Federals, the rain slowed significantly; unfortunately, they had to return
using the same roads they had destroyed during their advance. It would take some men until
January 26 before they made it to their original camps on Stafford Heights.
Exhausted, the Army of the Potomac hit rock bottom after the Mud March. So, too, did its
commander, Burnside.

17. Why was Hooker chosen to replace Burnside as commander of the AOP?
President Lincoln was still looking for a general who could fight and win in the East. I don’t know
the extent to which he might have considered generals from other theaters, but with the
Vicksburg campaign in full swing, i.e., where generals such as Grant had their hands full, he
probably focused on the Eastern theater for a new commander of the AOP, and Hooker
apparently was the likeliest prospect. He was an aggressive officer, had distinguished himself on
several occasions, and had a demonstrated talent for boosting the fighting spirit of his troops.
Much of Hooker’s elevation to command may have resulted from his association with Salmon P.
Chase (President Lincoln’s Treasury Secretary) and the radical members of the cabinet, perhaps
in because he looked like a great general and had no political ambitions. (Warner, 234.)
18. What is your assessment of Burnside’s performance? What lessons-learned did he leave for
future commanders of the AOP?
Burnside at Fredericksburg was the Master of Disaster.
•

Longstreet’s critique: “Burnside made a mistake from the first. He should have gone from
Warrenton to Chester Gap. He might then have held Jackson and fought me, or have held
me and fought Jackson, thus taking us in detail. The doubt about the matter was whether or
not he could have caught me in that trap before we could concentrate. At any rate, that was
the only move on the board that could have benefited him at the time he was assigned to
the command of the Army of the Potomac. By interposing between the corps of Lee's army,
he would have secured strong ground and advantage of position. With skill equal to the
occasion, he should have had success. This was the move about which we felt serious
apprehension, and we were occupying our minds with plans to meet it when the move
toward Fredericksburg was reported.
“General McClellan, and his report of August 4th, 1863, speaks of this move is that upon
which he was studying when the order for Burnside’s assignment to command reached him.
When Burnside determined to move by Fredericksburg, he should have moved rapidly and
occupied the city at once, but this would have only forced us back to the plan preferred by
General Jackson.” (Battles and Leaders, III, 85)

•

Burnside lacked confidence in himself and shrank back from his own plans as the moment of
execution drew near. Franklin had been informed that Burnside would give the final order
which should put his force in motion. (Alexander 294)

•

Franklin’s assault on Prospect Hill and Sumner’s on Marye’s Heights began at roughly the
same time; but neither was in conjunction with, nor provided any lasting support for, the

other. Both were fought over very different topography, under dissimilar offensive /
defensive circumstances, and with inconsistent results—the fight to the south more or less a
draw, while the fight to the north was anything but. Of course, taken as a whole, the results
would prove devastating to the AOP.
•

Not exploiting the southern bridge-crossing was a serious mistake on Burnside’s part. He
wanted a broad crossing followed by a rapid advance, but while the urban fight raged on the
right, he dithered on the left. No exploitation, not even the threat of exploitation.

•

On December 12, before Jackson’s corps came into play, Burnside missed an opportunity to
attack the more vulnerable portion of the Confederate line before it became the strongest
portion.

•

Repetitive unsuccessful assaults against Marye’s Heights.

•

He seems to have had no vision. Was he a practitioner of the science of war, but not the art
of war? He failed to take advantage of crossing at Skinker’s Neck or even at Port Royal. He
demonstrated weak command attributes when faced with the stalemate (defeat) of his
bridging operation in front of Fredericksburg. Was he, “Hey diddle, diddle; straight up the
middle?”

19. What is your assessment of Lee’s performance? What lessons-learned did he carry forward to
future battles?
Lee had a resounding defensive victory at Fredericksburg but was unable to exploit it with a
decisive result. He had met Davis’ objectives in protecting the resources from the Union, but he
did not meet his objectives for destroying the Union army. Still, this battle likely contributed,
along with his victory at Chancellorsville, to his belief that the AoNV was unstoppable. This
contributed to rash decision-making at Gettysburg with Pickett’s charge.
20. What were the long-term impacts of this fight? (Mackowski 83)
The battle of Fredericksburg gave us some new thoughts and innovations in the military world.
Armies learned that they should avoid crossing rivers near cities or in the face of direct
opposition. Armies also decided they should value controlling both sides of a river before they
lay bridges across it. They saw the value in avoiding populous areas simply because they are too
difficult to break into, too difficult to break out of, and too difficult to control while occupied.
They learned the importance of protection. If you have a stone wall, use it. If you don't have
one, make one. This is the beginning of a guiding principle for earthworks, and entrenchments
and protection, and that gave decided advantage to the defenders in the Civil War. We would
call a military multiplier.

Fredericksburg elevated few leaders. Some were up and coming like Hancock and Gibbon, E.
Porter Alexander and Jubal Early, and some were consumed by it and destroyed. Burnside,
though he would return in a much lesser role in 1864. Franklin and Sumner were gone.
The battle had its most meaningful impact on two officers, and that was Lee and Meade. Lee
was genuinely surprised when the Union army retreated on December 16. In fact, Colonel Brian
Grimes of North Carolina said he was outright disappointed and speechless. Even as late as
Christmas eve, Lee was writing home to his wife still voicing his disappointment. He didn't think
that they would leave because they had blustered so. If he had known that that was all they
were going to give him, he said, they would have had a bit more of it.
Meade was disgusted with Fredericksburg. He had taken the Union army to the very brink of
victory and had lost that opportunity through what he called the incompetence of others. He
meant Birney, but we could easily add Franklin and Reynolds into that mix.
Meade didn't know what was going to happen next, and that also disappointed him
tremendously. He confided to his wife, “I do not know what to make of the political conditions
of this country. One thing I do know, I have been long enough in this war to want to give them
one thorough, good licking before any peace is made, and to accomplish this I will go through a
great deal.” That was the commitment, born at Fredericksburg, that eventually elevated Meade
to the command of the AOP itself, and it was that conviction that allowed him to defeat Lee at
Gettysburg and to command the AOP all the way to Appomattox Court House in 1865.
It is interesting to note that when Lee and Meade met at Appomattox following the surrender, it
was reported that they discussed only one battle of that war. It wasn't Gettysburg; it was
Fredericksburg. It had defined both of them and had defined their decision-making.
21. What other opposed river-crossings were made during the Civil War? To what extent, if any, did
this river-crossing inform those?
opposed river crossing in Civil War - Google Search
Balls Bluff, October 21, 1861?
Date aside, how about Chickasaw Bayou (Sherman), December 26, 1862?

Rappahannock River basin map

